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ACRONYMS 

FERN Fundy Energy Research Network 

 

FORCE Fundy Ocean Research Center for Energy 

 

IEA International Energy Agency 

 

OERA Offshore Energy Research Association  

 

OES Ocean Energy Systems 

 

SDTC Sustainable Development Technologies Canada 

 

 

GLOSSARY 

Array A set of multiple devices connected to a common electrical grid connection. 

 

Berth A berth is a defined area for testing and/or development of a marine renewable energy 

project using single or multiple devices. 

 

Extractable potential The actual value of the theoretical resource that can be exploited using existing 

technology options, taking account of current technology limitations. Constraints such 

as water depth, estimated spacing requirements, and device capture and conversion 

efficiency assumptions will need to be considered. 

 

Grid-connected Electrical generation devices connected to the utility grid and generating electricity. 

 

Strategic 

environmental 

assessment (SEA) 

A systematic decision support process, aiming to ensure that environmental and 

possibly other sustainability aspects are considered effectively in policy, planning and 

program making. 

 

Supply chain A supply chain is a system of organizations, people, activities, information, and 

resources involved in moving a product or service from supplier to customer. Supply 

chain activities transform natural resources, raw materials, and components into a 

finished product that is delivered to the end customer. 

 

Theoretical potential Theoretical maximum energy contained within the overall resource. 

 

Turbine A tidal energy device used to extract energy from the tides (also referred to as “device” 

in the document). 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Marine renewable energy is largely an untapped resource that has the potential to provide new energy, 

economic, and environmental benefits for Canada. Harnessing the power of the tides, waves, and rivers can 

provide a clean, sustainable fuel source, contribute to a diversified energy mix and energy security, and spur 

industrial growth by capitalizing on capabilities already present in other sectors. While the Canadian sector is in 

its early stages, natural advantages, investments, and activities to date have established a strong foundation 

that can be built upon including:  

• Significant marine renewable energy resources  

Canada’s wave, tidal, and river current resources total about 35,700 MW of power (total mean 

extractable potential) which includes the largest tidal resource in the world with close proximity to an 

electrical grid– the Bay of Fundy. 

 

• Infrastructure and collaboration  

Canada has the largest offshore transmission capacity of any tidal energy site in the world in Nova Scotia 

at the Fundy Ocean Research Center for Energy (FORCE), which will have 64 MW capacity and grid 

connectivity. There are also complimentary initiatives in wave and river energy spanning the country 

with the West Coast Wave Initiative in British Columbia and the Canadian Hydrokinetic Turbine Testing 

Centre (CHTTC) for river current device demonstration in Manitoba. 

 

• Growing experience in technology and project development 

Expertise in technology and project development is growing with ten device technology developers 

based in Canada and over twenty projects in the planning, development, or deployment stages. This 

activity along with the next anticipated stages of development have attracted and engaged large 

international integrator/manufacturers and international power project developers. Experience 

established through these early projects will serve to reduce future costs and build expertise and 

credibility that could be applied to projects in the world market. 

 

• Engagement of research expertise 

Universities and research organizations are becoming increasingly engaged in marine renewable energy. 

Collaboration and involvement may be most evident in Nova Scotia where strategic research, networks, 

and research funding have been established to support tidal energy development.  

 

• Enabling policies and strategies 

In 2011 Canada released its Marine Renewable Energy Technology Roadmap which provides an 

overarching strategy to realize 2,000 MW is installed by Canadian industry by 2030. The Government of 

Canada as well as individual provinces have also taken measures to fund R&D efforts, create new 

regulatory processes, and establish overarching strategies and market tools for industry growth. 

 

• Offshore expertise and capabilities 

Canada has offshore and energy sectors that can be drawn upon and maximized to service marine 

renewable energy projects. Design, engineering, project development, implementation and operation 
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capabilities already exist in many Canadian companies working with the marine fabrication, shipbuilding, 

shipping, offshore oil, and ocean technology sectors.  

To make the most of this foundation, it is important that Canada focus on the global marine renewable energy 

sector that is emerging. As a country rich in energy resources, perhaps the most compelling benefit of marine 

renewable energy is the potential economic benefits of offering new solutions, services, and technologies 

internationally. The global market is expected to be substantial, with the International Energy Agency’s ‘Ocean 

Energy Systems: International Vision Report’ (2011) estimating that – given the right market conditions – there is 

the potential to develop 748 GW of ocean energy by 2050, which by 2030 could create 160,000 direct jobs and 

save up to 5.2 billion tonnes of CO2 by 2050. Canada’s Marine Renewable Energy Technology Roadmap 

(“Roadmap”) also recognizes this as a significant market, targeting Canadian involvement in 50% of world 

projects and estimating $2 billion in annual economic value by 2030, assuming Canada can establish and 

maintain a leadership role.  

While the global marine renewable energy sector is in its early stages with little installed capacity, it is expected 

to grow significantly over the 2013-2020 timeframe as the sector moves from demonstrating single devices to 

multiple-device (array) development. Investments in marine renewable energy are projected to increase which 

has been signaled in recent years by major engineering firms and utilities investing in the sector. 

At the same time, the sector faces several risks and challenges in order to advance to a mature industry, with 

most spanning globally including:  

• Current costs of technology and lack of financial capital to develop technologies and projects 

• Prototype developments taking longer than expected 

• Minimal collaboration as devices/projects are developed in isolation and suffer from lack of pooled ideas 

• Requirement for new tools, systems, enabling technologies, and systems for high-flow environments 

• Regulatory unpredictability  

• Uncertainties around devices interaction with the environment 

• Supply chain gaps or delays (equipment, materials, expertise) 

• Track record not yet well developed for utility acceptance 

Over the past decade work has been undertaken to address many of these risks and challenges, but new 

complexities have emerged as the sector looks to array-scale projects. The current gaps and challenges create a 

window of opportunity for Canada to develop solutions and expertise that could be exported around the 

world—but timing is of the essence. 

Canada’s current strengths cannot be taken for granted – other countries are focused on capturing a substantial 

portion of the market share as it emerges. Businesses with interests in marine renewable energy will look to the 

most attractive places to invest and other countries are moving quickly with investment, research initiatives, and 

pathways to commercialization. For Canada to make a critical contribution to the global marine renewable 

energy sector and benefit from future development it must do the same.  Canada’s “resource laboratory” clearly 

has the scale and scope for longer term development.  However, policy, regulatory and financial enablers will 

ultimately determine the scale of the early projects, their timing, and their demonstration of a market pathway.  
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1.0 Introduction  

The marine renewable energy sector is emerging globally presenting new challenges, but also an abundance of 

opportunities. Due to Canada’s significant wave, tidal, and river current potential it has engaged in developing a 

marine renewable energy sector that could lead to benefits such as a new clean, sustainable resource to add to 

the energy mix, displacement of air emissions and greenhouse gases, job creation, trade, and economic growth.  

Canada has a foundation for marine renewable energy development through investments in technology 

demonstration infrastructure, technical and environmental research, as well as the establishment of supporting 

policies and strategies. This has resulted in essential experience and knowledge necessary for advancing the 

sector towards commercialization.   

To support sector growth, Canada also released its Marine Renewable Energy Technology Roadmap1 in 2011 

which targets sets short, medium and long-term goals for generating capacity installed by Canadian industry of 

75 MW by 2016, 250 MW by 2020, and 2,000 MW by 2030. The Roadmap outlines a series of priority actions, 

targeted timelines, and milestones to evolve the sector to a commercial stage.  

While Canada’s marine renewable energy sector has made progress, it has become evident in recent years that 

the global focus is now on accelerating development by moving to the next phase of development with the 

planning and testing of multiple tidal devices constructed in arrays (eg. array-scale projects). Canada could be 

one of the first countries to establish array projects, but this is dependent on its ability to accelerate innovation, 

develop a supply chain, and establish the necessary fiscal and enabling policies to support long-term activity.  

The purpose of this document is to provide an overview of the current status of Canada’s marine renewable 

energy sector in context with global activity. The document will outline Canada’s perceived strengths and 

weaknesses in contrast to challenges and opportunities presented by the advancement of the global sector. 

Analysis presented in this document is intended to provide an initial basis that can be built upon in regards to 

Canada’s competitiveness, opportunities, and potential to experience future economic benefits from marine 

renewable energy development.   

1.1 Marine Renewable Energy Resources & Technologies 

For the purposes of this document marine renewable energy resources include the following: tidal, wave, and 

river current. Although river current energy is not an offshore renewable resource, similar technologies can be 

used for both in-stream tidal and river current applications. As such, river current energy has been recognized by 

national organizations such as CanmetENERGY2 and Marine Renewables Canada as a marine renewable energy 

resource. 

Although offshore wind is considered an offshore marine renewable energy resource, it has not been an area of 

significant focus in Canada by developers. The exception to this has been the NaiKun offshore wind energy 

                                                           

1
 Canada’s Marine Renewable Energy Technology Roadmap. 2011. Available: http://www.marinerenewables.ca/wp-

content/uploads/2012/09/MRE_Roadmap_e.pdf  
2 Natural Resources Canada, CanmetENERGY. “What is marine renewable energy?” Available: 

http://canmetenergy.nrcan.gc.ca/renewables/marine-energy/2475  
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project off the coast of British Columbia3 and interest in the Great Lakes which has been stalled since February 

2011 by a moratorium on offshore wind development by the Government of Ontario in order to conduct more 

scientific studies and analysis to determine potential impacts4. 

Tidal, wave, and river current appear to be the more immediate focus and opportunity in the next 5-10 year 

timeframe given the existing investments, policies, and industry interests focused on developing these 

resources. The following is a brief definition of each resource that will be covered. 

TIDAL 

 

In-Stream Tidal (Tidal Current)  

In recent years, emphasis has been placed on the development of 

in-stream tidal technologies which extract the kinetic energy (free-

flowing) from tidal currents. These tidal currents are generated by 

the water movement through natural constrictions (e.g. around 

headland, in and out of bays and between islands). This approach 

have been applied and proposed for projects in British Columbia 

and Nova Scotia. 

 

Tidal Range (Tidal Height) 

Another approach to extract energy from tides focuses on the 

actual rise and fall of the tide. Tidal range technologies use some 

type of holding basin such as a dam, barrage, or lagoon structure. 

Water flowing from the high side to the low side of the structure 

energizes a turbine, much like a hydro dam in a river. Barrages are 

essentially dams across the full width of a tidal estuary. When the 

tide goes in and out, the water flows through tunnels in the 

  barrage and generates electricity. Nova Scotia Power has been          

      operating the Annapolis Tidal Station in Annapolis, Nova Scotia 

     since 1984—a facility which uses tidal range. It has a capacity of 

    20 megawatts (MW) and a daily output of roughly 80-100 

        megawatt hours (MWh), depending on the tides5.  Following are 

         several types of tidal range technologies. 

                                                           

3
 The NaiKun project is focused on developing Canada’s first offshore wind energy resource in Hecate Strait, between Haida Gwaii and 

Prince Rupert. The project developer for NaiKun has proposed up to 110 turbines and commenced the early stages of project planning 

and consultation in 2007. More information can be viewed at the project website: http://www.naikun.ca/index.php  
4
 Government of Ontario. “Ontario Rules Out Offshore Wind Projects: McGuinty Government Committed to Renewable Energy While 

Protecting the Environment,” Press Release, 2011. Available: http://news.ontario.ca/ene/en/2011/02/ontario-rules-out-offshore-wind-

projects.html 
5
 Nova Scotia Power. Annapolis Tidal Station. Available: 

http://www.nspower.ca/en/home/aboutnspower/makingelectricity/renewable/annapolis.aspx  

Clean Current in-stream tidal turbine 

 (Image source: www.cleancurrent.com) 

Annapolis Tidal Station 

 (Image source: www.nspower.ca) 
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  Tidal lagoon illustration  

(Image source: www.aquaret.com) 

Tidal Lagoons 

Tidal lagoons use a rock-walled impoundment, which would look 

like an oval or similar shaped breakwater enclosing an area of 

shallow coastal sea forming a ‘lagoon’. Tidal water is trapped and 

released from the lagoon through electricity generating water 

turbines built within the impoundment walls. Currently, tidal lagoon 

technology is at a conceptual phase and there are no constructed 

examples anywhere in the world.   

 

     Tidal Fences 

A trade-off between the “free stream” and “barrage” methods is the 

use of a bridge-like structure known as a “fence” or “caisson”, which 

supports a set of turbines across the flow of sea water. This 

approach provides some freedom for marine life to pass between 

the turbines and less restriction on tidal flow and area. It can also 

serve the dual function of a bridge and a tidal power plant.  

 

While barrage and dam technology is commercially available, 

interest in developing these types of projects has waned, primarily 

because of the potential environmental impacts and high capital 

costs. Development interest is now focused on in-stream tidal 

technologies which can be developed incrementally and is viewed 

as having fewer environmental impacts. For this purpose, in-stream 

tidal will be the primary tidal technology detailed in this document 

(referred to as “tidal”). 

WAVE 

   Wave energy is created by the wind passing over the surface of the 

ocean. The irregular and oscillating flow of wave energy in oceans 

(kinetic energy) can transmit energy over long distances with little 

degradation. The energy in a wave is determined and calculated by 

wave height, speed, length, and the density of the water. Wave 

technologies can be used in near shore, offshore, and far offshore 

locations, but it is likely that the further from shore the electricity is 

being produced, the more costly it will be to deliver to the grid. 

Several proposals have been brought forward for British Columbia 

   but there are no active project development plans in Canada at 

       present.  

 

 

Tidal fence illustration 

 (Image source: www.eilehigh.edu/learners/energy 

Pelamis wave power device  

(Image source: www.pelamiswave.com) 
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RIVER CURRENT 

River current energy devices generate power only from the kinetic 

energy of moving water (current). Unlike traditional hydropower 

which uses a dam or diversion structure to supply a combination 

of hydraulic head and water volume to a turbine to generate 

power, river current approaches uses generators installed directly 

in rivers. They require no diversions and use minimal 

infrastructure. The power produced is a function of the volume of 

the water and the speed of the current cubed.  These approaches are 

being envisaged in Alberta, British Columbia, Manitoba, the Northwest 

Territories, and Quebec.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

New Energy Corporation river current power 

generation system  

(Image source: www.newenergycorp.ca) 
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2.0 Resource & Market Potential 

2.1 Global Resource Potential  

Marine renewable energy represents a significant energy resource. Globally, the total resource potential of 

wave and tidal energy is estimated to be between 2000 and 4000 terawatt hour (TWh) per year.6  Energy from 

river currents is significant, especially in Canada – but worldwide estimates of the resource have yet to be 

produced. To put this in perspective, one terawatt hour could power about 83,300 households per year in 

Canada7. 

Table 1 Global Marine Renewable Energy Resource Potential 

Resource Potential 

Tidal (includes tidal range and in-stream) 1200 TWh/year 

Wave 29500 TWh/year 

   Source: IEA Ocean Energy Systems  

 

A number of countries with substantial marine renewable energy resources, have established strategies to 

advance the development of the sector. The map below provides a general illustration of the wave and tidal 

“hot spots” around the world. 

Figure 1 Global Tidal and Wave Energy Resource Potential
8
 

 

                                                           

6
 International Energy Agency. World Energy Outlook, 2012. 

7
 Electricity Measurement and Conversion: Electrical capacity is denoted in watts (W), kilowatts (kW), megawatts (MW), and terawatts 

(TW), and electricity usage is most often measured in kilowatt hours (kWh), megawatt hours (MWh), and terawatt hours (TWh).   

The watt (W) is a measure of electric power. Power is the rate of doing work or producing or expending energy. 

A thousand watts of power produced or used for one hour equals one kilowatt hour (kWh). 

On average, a typical household in Canada uses about 1,000 kWh per month resulting in annual household consumption of 12,000 kWh 

of electricity per year.  (1 kWh = 0.001 MWh;  1,000,000 MWh = 1 TWh) 

8
 Scottish Enterprise. Marine Renewable (Wave and Tidal) Opportunity Review, 2006. Available: http://www.oceanrenewable.com/wp-

content/uploads/2007/03/oregreport.pdf  
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It is challenging to compare very specific resource potential between these areas because past assessments 

have used different modeling and analysis. Therefore, an “apples to apples” approach to comparison may not 

result in accurate findings. However, the table below provides a basis for understanding the resource and future 

market potential by citing various resource assessment calculations for countries that have recognized marine 

renewable energy as a potential development opportunity. 

Table 2 Marine Renewable Energy Resource Potential by Select Jurisdiction 

Country Wave Resource (TWh/year) Tidal Resource 

(TWh/year) 

River Current Resource 

(TWh/year) 

Australia*
9
 1300 8.13  

Canada*
10

 West Coast: near shore 167; offshore 324  

East Coast: near shore 88 offshore 1284  

370 Assumed 350-1500 (study 

underway) 

France 98 35 (4 GW
11

)  

Japan*
12

 87 6  

Ireland 21
13

 230
14

  

Norway ~400 N/K  

United 

Kingdom
15

 

40 18  

USA* 1780
16

 250
17

 120
18

 

                                                           

9
 CSIRO. Ocean Renewable Energy 2015-2050: An analysis of ocean energy in Australia. Available: 

https://www.google.ca/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&ved=0CDQQFjAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.csiro.au%2

F~%2FMedia%2FBEA2D11E313C498BAD26624B0BE911F9.ashx&ei=CENcUfefMPOz4APc4IH4Cg&usg=AFQjCNFwVo5UXxgfEJRj16I0sRZSvZi

TFw&sig2=a9sn06BimJlDLgSYxIjOpA&bvm=bv.44697112,d.dmg  

10
 National Research Council, Canadian Hydraulics Centre. Inventory of Canada’s Marine Renewable Energy Resources, 2006. Available: 

http://canmetenergy.nrcan.gc.ca/renewables/marine-energy/publications/2888     
11

 Calculation from Open Ocean’s report “Tidal Energy in France” (2013). Based on tidal resource assessment for the 4 most energetic 

locations (Raz Blanchard, Fromveur Passage, Raz Barfleur, Paimpol-Bréhat). Available: http://www.openocean.fr/drupal7/?q=node/13  
12

 New Energy and Industrial Technology Development Organization (NEDO). “The Potential of Marine Energy,” 2012. Available: 

http://www.nippon.com/en/in-depth/a01203/ 
13

 Sustainable Energy Authority of Ireland (SEAI). Ireland’s Wave and Tidal Energy Resource. Available: 

http://www.seai.ie/Renewables/Ocean_Energy/Ocean_Energy_Information_Research/Irelands_Wave_and_Tidal_Energy_Resources/  
14

 Sustainable Energy Authority of Ireland (SEAI). Tidal & Current Energy Resources in Ireland. Available: 

http://www.seai.ie/Publications/Renewables_Publications_/Ocean/Tidal_Current_Energy_Resources_in_Ireland_Report.pdf  
15

 MERiFIC. National Policy Framework for Marine Renewable Energy within the United Kingdom, 2012. Available: 

http://www.merific.eu/files/2012/09/4.1.1-National-Policy-Framework-for-Marine-Renewable-Energy-within-the-United-Kingdom.pdf  

16
 Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI). Mapping and Assessment of the United States Wave Energy Resource, 2011. Available: 

http://www1.eere.energy.gov/water/pdfs/mappingandassessment.pdf    
17

 Georgia Tech Research Corporation. Assessment of Energy Production Potential from Tidal Streams in the United States, 2011. 

Available:  http://www1.eere.energy.gov/water/pdfs/1023527.pdf    
18

 EPRI. Assessment and Mapping of the Riverine Hydrokinetic Resource in the Continental United States, 2012. Available: 

http://www1.eere.energy.gov/water/pdfs/mappingandassessment.pdf  
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2.2 Canada’s Marine Renewable Energy Resource Potential 

In Canada, theoretical potential of wave, tidal, and river current energy is impressive with tidal reaching 370 

TWh/year, near shore and off shore wave combined representing 1863 TWh/year, and river currents although 

not fully assessed yet, are assumed to range from 350 – 1500 TWh/year.  

The actual extractable amount of energy from marine renewable energy resources is estimated at 35,700 MW 

which is less than theoretical estimates, but this resource potential alone gives Canada a leading edge in the 

global sector.   

Table 3 Canada’s Marine Renewable Energy Extractable Resource Potential 

  Tidal (In-stream) Wave River Current 

Extractable mean 

potential power 

~6,300 MW 
19

 

NS, NB, QC, BC, Artic 

~27,500 MW
19

 

BC, NS, NL 

  >2,000 MW
20

 

QC, ON, MB, BC, Arctic 

Total extractable mean power ~35,700 MW 

Canadian electricity demand (2010) 134,000 MW
21

 
Table has been adapted from a similar table appearing in Canada’s Marine Renewable Energy Technology Roadmap (2011).  

 

Tidal  

In Canada the best sites for tapping tidal currents are located in coastal lagoons, estuaries, and narrow passages 

between islands. An assessment of Canada’s marine renewable energy resources identified 191 sites having 

potential mean power estimated to be greater than 1 MW.22 Nunavut, British Columbia, and Nova Scotia had the 

greatest number of sites.  

Not all of the sites identified are ideal because of distance from an electrical grid, year-round climate (ice), or 

distance from a centre of demand, but there are many that could service remote and rural community needs as 

well as more populated areas. For example, the Bay of Fundy has sites that are close to areas with electricity 

demand and have proximity to the electrical grid. These attributes as well as the shear energy potential of the 

Bay of Fundy make it one of the best tidal energy locations in the world. Studies conducted by the Electric Power 

Research Institute in 2006 originally estimated that about 300 MW could be safely extracted from the Minas 

Basin and Minas Passage areas of the Bay of Fundy.23   

More recently, assessments conducted by Dr. Richard Karsten at Acadia University indicate that there may be 

greater resource potential in the Bay of Fundy. For example, the assessment found that in the Minas Passage, a 

narrow 5-kilometer span between Cape Split, Kings County and Parrsboro, Cumberland County, the channeling 

                                                           

19
 Resources indicated are based on the mean power potential defined in Cornett [2006], assuming an extraction of 15% [Bedard, 2007]. 

20
 Based on the U.S. estimate of the U.S. river-current resource. A Canadian study is underway, with the Canadian resource expected to 

be greater than 2,000 MW. The U.S. resource estimate is based on energy potential defined in Miller [1986], assuming an extraction of 

15% [Bedard, 2007]. 
21

 Data from NEB [2011]. 
22

 National Research Council, Canadian Hydraulics Centre. Inventory of Canada’s Marine Renewable Energy Resources, 2006. 
23

 Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI). Nova Scotia Tidal In-Stream Energy Conversion (TISEC): Survey and Characterization of 

Potential Project Sites, 2006. Available: 

http://oceanenergy.epri.com/attachments/streamenergy/reports/Tidal_003_NS_Site_Survey_Report_REV_2.pdf   
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of the water results in as much as 7,000 MW of extractable power, 2,500 MW of which could be extracted using 

tidal devices with less than a 6% change in the tides locally and afar24.  

Figure 2 Canada Potential Tidal Current Resource Sites
25

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           

24
 Karsten, Richard H., McMillan, J.M., Lickley M.J. and Haynes, R., “Assessment of tidal current energy in the Minas Passage, Bay of 

Fundy,” Proceedings of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers, 222, Part A: Power and Energy, (2008), 293-507. 
25

 National Research Council, Canadian Hydraulics Centre, Triton Consultants, 2006. 22 
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Wave 

The National Round Table on the Environment and the Economy estimated the extractable potential for wave 

power at 10,100 to 16,100 MW26. Due to obstacles such as harsh maritime conditions, conversion losses, 

environmental and social factors, and significant seasonal variations, the usable power from waves represents 

only a small fraction of the potential. There is significant wave energy potential on both the east and west coasts 

of Canada (as noted in Table 2), but the near shore wave potential on the west coast may represent the most 

near term opportunity for development. 

Figure 3 Canada’s Wave Energy Potential
27

 

 

West Coast Canada 

                                                           

26
 National Roundtable on the Environment and Economy. Advice on a Long-term Strategy on Energy and Climate Change, 2006.  

Available: http://collectionscanada.gc.ca/webarchives2/20130322143450/http://nrtee-trnee.ca/publications-2 
27 National Research Council, Canadian Hydraulics Centre, 2006. 21-22 
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East Coast Canada 

 

 

River current 

Although a formal resource assessment has not yet been conducted, it is anticipated that the river current 

energy resource represents 350-1500 TWh of potential28.  An assessment of Canada’s hydrokinetic power 

potential has recently been conducted by the Government of Canada with the intention of providing a primary 

information base from which a more detailed study can be initiated.29 This study resulted in initial estimates 

detailing integrated power throughout Canada (Figure 4, left) and potential hydrokinetic power by region (Figure 

4, right). 

                                                           

28  Natural Resources Canada. Assessment of Canada’s Hydrokinetic Power Potential, Phase I Report Methodology and Data Review,  

2010. Available: 

http://canmetenergy.nrcan.gc.ca/sites/canmetenergy.nrcan.gc.ca/files/files/pubs/NRCanCHC_Assessment_of_Canadas_Hydrokinetic_Po

wer_Potential_FinalReport_EN.pdf  
29

 Project contributors include Natural Resources Canada, National Research Council, Environment Canada, CEATI, and the University of 

Ottawa. 
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Figure 4 Canada’s River Current Energy Potential – Integrated Power
30

 

       

 

   

                                                           

30
 National Research Council and Natural Resources Canada. “Assessment of Canada’s Hydrokinetic Power Potential”, CEATI Webinar, 

2013. 
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2.3 Market Potential  

Many countries having natural advantages in marine renewable energy, including Canada, have made significant 

investments to harness the resource and capture the associated sustainable energy, economic, and 

environmental opportunity. Countries’ decisions to support the development of the resource have often been 

based on the global market opportunity, with the clean/green energy resource opportunity being a secondary 

driver.  While the market for tidal, wave and river current energy is currently small, it is expected to grow 

significantly over the 2013-2020 timeframe as the sector moves to array-scale development.  This timeframe is 

based on various roadmaps which anticipate installed capacity to reach 250-1400 MW by 2020.31  

Marine renewable energy represents a significant emerging global market, with estimates that 10-25% of total 

worldwide electricity demand could be supplied by wave and tidal energy32. Tidal energy alone has been 

estimated to have the potential of supplying more than 1200 TWh/year with at least fifty coastal areas around 

the world considered for tidal power development.33  Wave energy potential is estimated as being 29,500 

TWh/year34, with an independent market assessment estimating that the potential world-wide economic 

contribution of wave in the electricity market to be in the order of 2,000 TWh/year, which is about 12% of world 

electricity consumption (based on 2009 data)35.  

Investments in marine renewable energy are projected to increase. A 2010 report released by Douglas-

Westwood projected that $1.2 billion will be spent on wave and tidal supply chains between 2011-15 with an 

annual capital expenditure estimated at $52 million in 2010 and, investments are projected to grow, rising to 

$500 million in 2015.36 It is projected that over 86 MW of wave (44 MW) and tidal (42 MW) capacity will be 

installed worldwide during that period. Given the current trajectory and level of funding and investment, the 

United Kingdom (UK) is forecasted to have the largest market with a projected installed capacity of 51 MW by 

2015, representing 60% of the global market.36 Tacking into account current development patterns, Canada is 

anticipated to capture 7% of the global share by 2015 according to the Douglas-Westwood analysis. 

The trajectory of investment in marine renewable energy is further evidenced by large industrial companies 

becoming increasingly interested in the sector. Market potential and demonstrated government support 

through funding and enabling policies has resulted in more industrial companies and utilities investing in 

projects and technologies. Figure 5 details areas of significant resource potential and the correlating interest 

from developers and investors.  

                                                           

31
 Technology and industry development roadmaps for marine renewable energy indicate a broad range of installation targets and 

anticipated growth scenarios. These include: Canada’s Marine Renewable Energy Technology Roadmap (250 MW by 2020), Department 

of Business, Enterprise and Regulatory Reform “Quantification of Constraints on the Growth of UK Renewable Generating Capacity (25 

MW-1480 MW by 2020); UK Energy Research Centre (UKERC) “Marine (Wave and Tidal Current) Renewable Energy Technology 

Roadmap” (2000 MW).  
32

 Low Carbon Innovation Coordination Group. Technology Innovation Needs Assessment (TINA), 2012. Available: 

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/48279/4467-tina-offshore-wind-summary.pdf  
33

 Ocean Energy Systems. An International Vision for Ocean Energy, 2011. Available:  http://www.ocean-energy-

systems.org/about_oes/oes_vision_brochure/ 
34

 Ocean Energy Systems, 2011. 
35

 Altprofits. Wave and Tidal Energy Market Status and Business Potential, 2011. Available: 

http://www.altprofits.com/ref/downloads/Preview_of_Ocean_Energy.pdf 
36

 Douglas Westwood. The World Wave and Tidal Market Report 2011-2015, 2012.  
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Figure 5 Global Private Sector Investment in Marine Renewable Energy
37

 

 

Many companies getting involved in the marine renewable energy sector have had core business focus in 

sectors such as defence, oil and gas, etc. However, To date, many of these investments have been made in 

Europe including:  

• Repsol and Tocardo International:  In early 2013, Tocardo, a developer of tidal turbines, and Respsol, 

Spain’s largest industry conglomerate, entered into a partnership to develop tidal energy.  

 

• Vattenfall, Abengoa, and Babock International: The world’s first engineering services company 

dedicated to wave and tidal energy, Nautimus, was established by Vattenfall, Abengoa, and Babock 

International. Nautimus is based in Scotland and was designed to fulfill the engineering, procurement, 

integration and construction (EPC) needs of marine renewable energy projects on behalf of utility 

clients.  

 

• Siemens & Marine Current Turbines (MCT): Siemens increased its share in MCT, a developer of tidal 

energy turbines, to 45%. 

                                                           

37
 Emerging Energy Research. Global Ocean Energy Markets and Strategies, 2011. Available: http://www.emerging-

energy.com/uploadDocs/Excerpt_GlobalOceanEnergyMarketsandStrategies2010.pdf 
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• DCNS & OpenHydro: DCNS, a French marine engineering company increased its stake in OpenHydro, a 

developer of tidal energy turbines, to 59.7% from 11% with a €130 million investment.  

 

• ABB & Scotrenewables: ABB, the global power and automation technology group has made a $12 million 

investment in Scotrenewables Tidal Power, a developer of floating tidal and run of river turbines, to 

support the rollout of a new hydrokinetic device and to expand ABB’s renewable energy assets. The 

investment round included participation from existing strategic investors Total New Energies, a unit of 

oil major Total, and Fred. Olsen, the Norwegian maritime conglomerate, through its associated Bonheur 

and Ganger Rolf holding companies. 

This private sector interest and significance of the investments is an indicator that activity and interest is 

increasing in the sector as it approaches commercialization. While most of the investment has been made by 

European companies, some of these companies have made investments in Canada including Siemens and 

OpenHydro. (See Sections 4.1.3 and 4.1.5 for a list of entities currently involved in Canadian marine renewable 

energy projects) 
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3.0 Drivers of Marine Renewable Energy in Canada 

The growth of the market for marine renewable energy is being driven by a number of factors, including the 

wider context of energy supply and demand, environmental issues, revenue creation, and trade opportunities. 

These factors have combined in many regions of the world to encourage political support for development. In 

Canada, there are a number of specific drivers that have supported growth of the sector including:  

• Economic Benefits 

The social and economic benefits that could flow from marine renewable energy development have been 

identified as one of the driving forces for industry development. Although it is early days and a definitive 

economic analysis is challenging to produce, several countries view this sector as a significant opportunity in 

the future as evidenced by the establishment of supporting policies and investment. (See Sections 4.3 and 

4.4  for more detail on jurisdictions’ policies and financial support to the marine renewable energy sector.)  

Developing marine renewable energy domestically will require a supporting supply chain. Canada’s Marine 

Renewable Energy Technology Roadmap points out that the creation of this supply chain will produce 

techniques, systems, and expertise that could serve a global market. The Roadmap has also forecasted that 

Canada could receive $2 billion revenue annually if 2,000 MW of generating capacity is installed by Canadian 

industry by 2030. Many of these projects will require design, engineering, project development, 

implementation and operation capabilities that already exist in many Canadian companies working with the 

marine fabrication, shipbuilding, shipping, offshore oil, and ocean technology sectors. Marine renewable 

energy presents a new market for these companies to tap into as well as new jobs and careers.  

Marine renewable energy may offer an energy solution for some rural and northern communities that 

currently rely on diesel generation. Development of projects in these areas can also allow for community 

ownership and/or participation that can result in local economic benefits. 

• Energy Diversity & Security 

Canada is a resource rich country with energy options ranging from conventional sources like oil and natural 

gas to renewable sources such as wind and hydro.  As a result, energy policy and resources vary from 

province to province. For example, in British Columbia 86.3% of electricity comes from large renewable 

hydro resources38 while Nova Scotia’s electricity mix is currently reliant on fossil fuels with only 18% coming 

from renewable sources as of 2012.39 Adding another renewable energy resource to the mix, especially in 

places like Nova Scotia where tidal energy is also plentiful, will contribute to security of supply and price. A 

UK study has analyzed the impact of adding wind and marine renewable energy to the grid which 

demonstrated the potential for system wide cost reduction through optimizing the mix in a portfolio of 

resources.40 Tidal energy is also sustainable, predictable and supplies can be forecasted. 

 

                                                           

38
 Government of British Columbia, Ministry of Energy, Mines, and Natural Gas. Electric Generation and Supply. Available: 

http://www.empr.gov.bc.ca/EPD/Electricity/supply/Pages/default.aspx  
39

 Nova Scotia Power. Nova Scotia’s Electricity Mix 2012. Available:  

http://www.nspower.ca/en/home/aboutnspower/makingelectricity/default.aspx  
40

  RenewableUK. The benefits of marine technologies within a diversified renewables mix, 2009. Available: 

http://www.renewableuk.com/en/publications/index.cfm/the-benefits-of-marine-technologies-within-a-diversified-renewables-mix  
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• Environmental Benefits—Clean energy source 

Like other renewable resources, waves, tidal currents, and river currents are clean and sustainable sources 

of energy. The addition of these resources to Canada’s potential energy mix will not only add to diversity 

and security of supply, it could reduce the use of fossil fuels which produce undesirable air emissions and 

greenhouse gases (GHG). For example, utility-scale deployments could be used to displace carbon-emitting 

energy supplies, while smaller developments may supply electricity to remote communities currently using 

diesel generation.  

 

Increasing the use of renewable energy sources for electricity has been driven by both federal and provincial 

government policies.  The federal government established the Reduction of Carbon Dioxide Emissions from 

Coal-fired Generation of Electricity Regulations
41 under the Canadian Environmental Protection Act in 2012. 

The regulations apply a performance standard to new electricity generation units and old units that reach 

the end of their economic life. The performance standard will come into force on July 1, 2015 and was 

designed to support Canada’s 2020 target of reducing GHG emissions to 17 percent below 2005 levels42.  

Many provinces have also established policies to decrease GHG emissions from electricity production which 

include energy efficiency programs, caps on GHG-producing activities (electricity production, transportation, 

etc.), as well as commitments to increase renewable electricity generation. For example, British Columbia’s 

Clean Energy Act includes a commitment that 93% of the province’s electricity supply come from clean or 

renewable sources43 and Nova Scotia established targets for 25% renewable electricity use by 2015 and 40% 

by 2020. Nova Scotia was also the first province in Canada to impose regulated caps on GHG and air 

pollutant emissions from power generation plants with the 2009 Greenhouses Gas Emissions Regulations 

under the Environment Act. These regulations were designed to reduce current GHG from electricity by 

about 25% from the base year (2007).  

 

 

 

 

                                                           

41
 Canadian Environmental Protection Act. Reduction of Carbon Dioxide Emissions from Coal-fired Generation of Electricity Regulations 

(2012). Retrieved from the Canada Gazette website: http://www.gazette.gc.ca/rp-pr/p2/2012/2012-09-12/html/sor-dors167-eng.html  
42

 Environment Canada. “Harper Government Moves Forward on Tough Rules for Coal-Fired Electricity Sector, ” Press Release, 2012. 

Available: http://www.ec.gc.ca/default.asp?lang=En&n=714D9AAE-1&news=4D34AE9B-1768-415D-A546-8CCF09010A23  

43
 Office of the Premier of British Columbia. “New Act Powers B.C. Forward With Clean Energy And Jobs,” Press Release, 2010. Available: 

www2.news.gov.bc.ca/news_releases_2009-2013/2010PREM0090-000483.htm  
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 Figure 6 Minas Basin Pulp and Power and MCT 

will be installing an axial horizontal flow turbine 

with pitch controlled rotors at FORCE. (Image 

source: www.fundyforce.ca/technology) 

4.0  Challenges & Strengths: Global Activity and Canada’s Marine Renewable 

Energy Sector  

The marine renewable energy sector must overcome several risks and challenges in order to advance to a 

mature industry. While there may be challenges unique to particular regions, many of them span globally 

including:   

• Current costs of technology and lack of financial capital to develop technologies and projects 

• Prototype developments taking longer than expected 

• Minimal collaboration as devices/projects are developed in isolation and suffer from lack of pooled ideas 

• Requirement for new tools, systems, enabling technologies, and systems for high-flow environments 

• Regulatory unpredictability  

• Uncertainties around devices interaction with the environment 

• Supply chain gaps or delays (equipment, materials, expertise) 

• Track record not yet well developed for utility acceptance 

Challenges also create opportunities to develop solutions to issues affecting the global industry. Over the past 

decade a significant amount of work has been done to address many of these risks and challenges, but new 

questions and complexities have emerged as the industry looks to develop array-scale projects. 

Canada has strengths and advantages that would support this evolution in marine renewable energy 

development including extensive resources, highly skilled workers and expertise in offshore, marine, and ocean 

technology industries, engagement of world-class researchers and universities, investments in infrastructure and 

R&D, and growing policy support in Nova Scotia in particular. By building on advantages and addressing these 

challenges Canada could be highly competitive in the world marketplace while contributing to national and 

regional energy and environmental goals. 

The following sections highlight industry-wide challenges, risks, and gaps in order to identify areas where 

Canada has a strong foundation for future growth, requires further support, or has an opportunity to develop 

solutions that could service a global industry. 

 

4.1 Technology & Project Development 

4.1.1 Technology trends  

Marine renewable energy technologies are still relatively immature. Overall, wave, tidal and river current 

devices are at early stages compared to other renewable energy technologies and conventional energy 

resources. Optimal designs have yet to be established. Out of the 

hundreds of concepts, many are still in the conceptual phase and only a 

few have been constructed at demonstration- or commercial-scale for 

testing in actual operating conditions.   

  In tidal energy, several designs have emerged with most concepts 

focused on axial flow or cross flow principles. Both can have open or 
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shrouded rotors. Horizontal axis turbines have become the most 

prevalent. They extract energy from moving water similar to the 

way wind turbines extract energy from moving air. The tidal 

stream causes the rotors to rotate around the axis to generate 

power. Cross flow turbines are perpendicular to the water flow 

allowing water to flow ‘across’ the rotor and power is extracted by 

the upper and lower blades. 

River current technologies are very similar to in-stream tidal 

technology with a focus on axial and cross-flow designs. Wave energy 

technologies have yet to converge and there is currently significant 

diversity in designs. (See Appendix A for further device descriptions) 

4.1.2 Cost challenges 

The technical potential of marine renewable energy is not perceived to be a significant barrier to global 

deployment, however, potential to reduce technology costs through innovation remains uncertain44. Costs to 

date are essentially representative of one-off approaches and over-engineering of technologies can occur which 

imposes higher costs. This is an issue affecting any new and emerging technology and is not unique to marine 

renewable energy. 

To date, government supported R&D and incentives have been necessary to support technology and project 

development and have also been one of the key motivations for private sector involvement and investment. 

Commercial markets are not yet driving marine renewable energy development because the costs on a project 

basis are still too high to produce.   

The cost of most marine renewable energy technologies is difficult to assess, because very little fabrication and 

deployment experience is available for validation of cost assumptions. There are multiple variables that could 

currently affect the cost of energy produced from marine renewable energy technologies. At the earliest stage, 

device performance and its ability to convert the theoretically available resource into usable energy will be 

based upon data generated through small-scale tank testing, then scale and full-scale prototype devices in sea 

trials, and then deployment in multi -device arrays45 

Recent estimates from the from the Carbon Trust46  for electricity produced from early tidal energy array-scale 

projects of about 10 MW (10 x 1 MW machines) are 29-33 p/kWh (.45-.51 cents/kWh CAD47).Early wave projects 

are estimated to be somewhat higher at 38-48 p/kWh (.59-.74 cents/kWh CAD48) . Keeping in mind that these 

                                                           

44 SI Ocean. Ocean Energy: State of the Art, 2012. Available: http://si-

ocean.eu/en/upload/docs/WP3/Technology%20Status%20Report_FV.pdf  
45

 EquiMar. Equitable Testing and Evaluation of Marine Energy Extraction Devices in terms of Performance, Cost and Environmental 

Impact, 2009. Available: https://www.wiki.ed.ac.uk/download/attachments/9142387/EquiMar-Del7-1+-+final.pdf?version=1  
46

 Based on exchange rate of 1 GBP = 1.6096 CAD (June 26, 2013).  
47

 These costs reflect the modeled cost of energy from leading device concepts at medium and high energy sites with depths around 30m, 

as well as a discount rate of 15%. They are based on calculations in: The Carbon Trust. Accelerating Marine Energy, 2011. Available: 

http://www.carbontrust.com/media/5675/ctc797.pdf  
48

 Based on exchange rate of 1 GBP = 1.6096 CAD (June 26, 2013). 

Ocean Renewable Power Company (ORPC)'s cross-

flow TidGen Power System (Image Source: 

www.orpc.co) 
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numbers represent costs for 10 MW which may include some economies of scale and learnings from the first 1-2 

MW, it is possible for the energy production costs for smaller projects or single devices to be somewhat higher. 

The Carbon Trust analysis concludes that with a sufficient effort on innovation, costs of energy will fall by up to 

48% for tidal and 58% for wave once the industry has developed approximately 800 MW49. 

There is an expectation that river current energy costs can be lower than those using similar technical 

approaches in tidal regimes due to the following potential factors (dependent on site location): continuous 

operation of the generator because of steady flowing currents; lower velocity flows; and/or closer proximity to a 

base load50 resulting in lower operating and interconnection costs.  

The testing of devices to determine reliability and feasibility from technical, environmental, and financial 

perspectives is crucial to getting costs down, but the focus for reducing costs must be at the project level 

because the actual cost of devices represents only about 1/3 of overall project costs for tidal energy. In the case 

of wave energy, it is a bit higher with devices and their power take off components representing just over half of 

the costs.  

The remaining costs exist in the services, techniques, and equipment needed to deploy, operate, and maintain 

arrays of devices (estimates for 10 MW arrays) as illustrated in Figure 6. A focus on cost reductions in both 

capital and operations expenditures,  targeting the inputs throughout the lifecycle of an array-scale project will 

not only lower the cost of electricity produced, but will require a broad range of skills, equipment, and materials 

that will contribute to the beginnings of a supply chain and subsequent economic benefits.  

Figure 7 Breakdown of significant cost items for MRE Projects
51

 

 

                                                           

49
 800 MW was used at it represents half of the installed capacity that would be developed under the Pentland Firth and Orkney Waters 

license.  
50

 Base load is the minimum amount of power that a utility or distribution company must make available to its customers, or the amount 

of power required to meet minimum demands based on customer requirements.  

51
 SI Ocean. Ocean Energy: Cost of Energy and Cost Reduction. 2013. Available: http://si-

ocean.eu/en/upload/docs/WP3/CoE%20report%203_2%20final.pdf 
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Reductions in capital and operating costs of projects are necessary if electricity produced from marine 

renewable energy is to be competitive with other electricity sources.  These reductions can be achieved through 

building scale and volume, with experience, and through innovation. Activities to reduce costs also present 

opportunities to develop solutions that could be applied to the global industry, an opportunity that is still very 

much for the taking.  Innovation, in particular, may be one of the key areas where new methods and tools can 

translate to economic opportunities.  

 

4.1.3 Technology Development Experience  

Globally, only a handful of prototype devices at both the smaller and commercial-scale (full-scale) have been 

deployed—and only a few of these have been grid-connected. Commercial-scale tidal device deployments 

include Marine Current Turbines’ 1.2 MW SeaGen Tidal System52 in Northern Ireland, Atlantis Resources 

Corporation’s 1 MW AR1000 in Scotland53,  Ocean Renewable Power Company’s 150 kW TidGen54 in Maine, and 

Open Hydro’s 1 MW turbine in the Bay of Fundy at the Fundy Ocean Research Center for Energy (FORCE)55.   In 

recent years, several wave energy devices have been developed and tested throughout Europe56 and approvals 

have recently been awarded in Scotland for Aquamarine to develop a commercial wave energy farm57, although 

construction has not yet commenced.  

Canada 

In terms of experience and expertise in developing technology to harness marine renewable energy resources, 

Canada is rated as third in the world for the number of tidal and wave energy conversion device developers.58  

Table 4 identifies technology developers that are currently active in the sector. Some have built experience 

through tank testing in flume or wave tanks, tow testing in open water, and/or the deployment of devices. For 

some technology developers, the next step will be the demonstration of devices connected to the utility grid 

and generating electricity (grid-connected). Moving to grid-connected demonstration is dependent on a number 

of factors including: receiving the necessary regulatory approvals and permits, obtaining adequate project 

financing, preparation of an appropriate site, identification and engagement of necessary suppliers and 

expertise, and readiness of the technology.  

 

 

 

                                                           

52
 Siemens. “SeaGen The world's first commercial scale tidal energy turbine deployed in Northern Ireland.” Available:  

http://www.marineturbines.com/3/news/article/7/seagen__the_world_s_first_commercial_scale_tidal_energy_turbine_deployed_in_n

orthern_ireland 
53

 Atlantis Resources Corporation. http://www.atlantisresourcescorporation.com/media/news.html 
54

 Ocean Renewable Power Company (ORPC). 2013 http://www.orpc.co/aboutorpc_company_aboutus.aspx  
55

 Fundy Ocean Research Center for Energy (FORCE). http://fundyforce.ca/technology/openhydro-nova-scotia-power/  
56

 SI Ocean, 2012. p. 18-33.  
57

 Aquamarine Power. “Aquamarine Power secures full consent for 40MW Lewis wave energy farm,” Press Release, 2013. 

http://www.aquamarinepower.com/news/aquamarine-power-secures-full-consent-for-40mw-lewis-wave-energy-farm/ 
58

 Canada’s Marine Renewable Energy Technology Roadmap, 2011.  
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Table 4 Canadian Marine Renewable Energy Technologies 

Device Developer Description Status 

Accumulated Ocean Energy 

(AOE) 

www.aoecanada.ca  

Wave 1/8 scale prototype was successfully tested in 2013. 

 

Blue Energy 

www.bluenergy.com  

British Columbia 

 

Tidal 

Tidal bridge 

technology; vertical 

axis  

Flume tank testing at the Canadian National Research 

Council Hydraulics Laboratory in Ottawa. 

20 kW to 100 kW units tested. 

Collaborative research agreement with the University of 

British Columbia to develop computer simulations of the 

previous turbine tests with the NRC; tested a physical model 

in August 2006, November 2006, and September 2007.
59

 

Clean Current 

www.cleancurrent.com  

British Columbia 

 

Tidal, River 

Horizontal axis 

ducted turbine  

Built and tested four tidal/river turbines, including the 

successful test of 15 kW river turbine at NRC Institute of 

Ocean Technology in fall of 2011. Currently, preparing to 

deploy a 15kW river turbine in Manitoba in September of 

2013. The river turbine product line will be further 

developed with the deployment of a 33 kW turbine in 

Quebec in 2014. 

A commercial tidal turbine is being developed for use in 

shallower waters (<20 metres depth) with models to range 

from 3.5 m to 10 m in diameter. The first deployment of this 

machine will occur in Nova Scotia in 2014/15. 

Grey Island Energy 

www.greyislandenergy.com  

Newfoundland  

Wave 

Point absorber 

Wave tank testing at NRC (1.5kW) 

 

Idenergie 

www.idenergie.ca  

Quebec 

 

River 

Idénergie has developed and is about to commercialise a 

small scale river turbine aimed at individual consumers.  

Multiple demonstration projects are planned for the end of 

2013, starting in Canada,  followed by simultaneous projects 

in the Amazon, Central America, Africa and Asia.   

Jupiter Hydro Inc. 

www.jupiterhydro.com  

Alberta  

Tidal, River 

Quad helical 

turbines  

Scale model tests in open water; Independent confirmation 

of tests by the University of Calgary 

Mavi Innovations 

www.mavi-innovations.ca  

British Columbia 

Tidal 

Ducted cross-flow 

turbine 20-50 kW  

Completed testing of scaled turbine prototype at NRC-IOT in 

2008. Currently building a 20 kW turbine for deployment at 

the CHTTC in Manitoba in Fall 2013. This turbine is designed 

for both tidal and river applications. 

 

Mermaid Power 

www.mermaidpower.ca  

Wave Prototyping of a 4 kW device and tow tank testing 

completed in 2013. 

New Energy Corporation 

www.newenergycorp.ca  

Alberta  

Tidal, River 

Vertical axis turbine 

5W to 250 kW 

Commercial products; deployments and operational (see 

next table) 

  

Seawood Designs Surf Power 

www.surfpower.ca  

British Columbia 

Wave 

Point absorber 

1:10 model tested at NRC in 2010 
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Device Developer Description Status 

Verdant Power 

www.verdantpower.com 

Ontario    

River, Tidal 

Unducted axial-flow 

turbines 

Developing 5
th

 generation (Gen5) design and its anchoring 

system to be utilized in an Ontario river energy project; and 

conducting resource assessments of prospective sites for 

deployment of this integrated system.    

Water Wall 

www.wwturbine.com  

British Columbia 

Tidal, River 

Vertical axis 

turbines 

Device trials between 2008-2009. 

 

Standards Development 

Internationally and in Canada, standards are being developed to reduce the associated technology risks (eg. 

design, certification, moorings) and reduce uncertainties surrounding the data currently being reported.  In 

2007, the TC114 committee was created by the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) to prepare 

international standards for marine energy conversion systems (ie. marine renewable energy devices). The 

primary focus is on the conversion of wave, tidal, and other water current energy into electrical energy, 

although other conversion methods, systems, and products are included.60  

 

Shortly after the creation of the TC114 committee a mirror committee was established in Canada. The Canadian 

sub-committee examines existing standards development and determines new work packages necessary to 

support technology advancement in Canada.  

4.1.5 Project Development & Installed Capacity 

Over the past few decades commercial applications of marine renewable energy have been limited to electricity 

generation based on tidal range resources with only three commercial tidal projects in operation: 

• La Rance Tidal Power Station (France): 240 MW installed capacity built in 1966; produces an average of 

540 GWh electricity per day. 

• Shiwa Lake Tidal Power Station (Korea): 254 MW installed capacity built in 1994. 

• Annapolis Tidal Station (Canada): 20 MW installed capacity built in 1984 in Nova Scotia; produces 80-100 

MWh of electricity per day. 

While there has been some interest to develop tidal range projects using barrage, lagoon, or fence technology, 

the potential environmental impacts have generally made these types of projects challenging to advance.  

Potential impacts that have been identified include change in flow or water height, disturbance of marine life, 

habitat loss, decrease in water quality, and erosion61. As a result, the focus has primarily been on in-stream tidal 

technology for future development. 

Beyond the testing of technologies, there have been a number of projects proposed by the private sector as a 

result of government leasing processes or on an ad-hoc basis. The UK has administered the largest leasing 

rounds for wave and tidal energy resulting in the granting of leases for 1600 MW of commercial wave and tidal 

development in the Pentland Firth. The proposed projects are still in the early conceptual, planning and 

                                                           

60 Marine Energy Standards TC115 Canadian Sub-Committee. http://tc114.oreg.ca/  
61

 Wolf, J., Walkington, I.A., Holt, J. and Burrows, R. Environmental Impacts of Tidal Power Schemes. Proudman Oceanographic 

Laboratory. The University of Liverpool, Department of Engineering. http://nora.nerc.ac.uk/9776/1/WOLF_-_environmental_impacts.pdf 
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permitting phases. 62  Project plans or device deployments have also been announced in Australia, Canada, 

Denmark, France, India, Japan, New Zealand, Portugal, South Korea, Spain, and the United States.    

Despite plans for commercial projects around the world, deployment and development has been delayed 

resulting in setbacks for installed capacity targets and goals. Project development is ultimately more complex 

and resource intensive in terms of time, human resources, technical ability/capacity, and finances than initially 

envisioned. This is largely due to the amount of capital currently required to develop, operate, and maintain 

these projects in high-flow environments. It is anticipated that these costs will come down, but it will be 

dependent on the pace of innovation and supporting factors such as policy and finance.  Past roadmaps had 

adopted a 2020 target of 2,000 MW for UK installations but current analysis, while identifying a project pipeline 

of at least 300 MW, concludes that the target for deliverable projects may be as little as 5% of that 2020 target.  

Essentially, the current installed capacity of marine renewable energy is negligible and the entire sector has yet 

to take shape.  

Canada 

Worldwide interest in Canada has continued to grow and is evidenced by international companies seeking 

business associated with tidal energy development in the Bay of Fundy and wave energy potential on the west 

coast.  The table provides details on marine renewable energy projects that have been proposed or are 

underway in Canada.  

Table 5 Canadian Marine Renewable Energy Projects/Installed Capacity 

Type Project (developers/ 

partners) 

Capacity Location Status 

Tidal Siemens (MCT)/Minas 

Basin 

3 MW FORCE, Nova Scotia Approvals received; planning 

Tidal Atlantis Resources 

Corporation/Lockheed 

Martin/ Irving 

Shipbuilding 

1 MW FORCE, Nova Scotia Approvals received; planning 

Tidal Alstom (TGL) 1 MW FORCE, Nova Scotia Approvals received; planning 

Tidal Open Hydro/Nova 

Scotia Power 

1 MW FORCE, Nova Scotia Deployed; Demonstration 

completed 

Tidal Fundy Tidal Inc. 500 kW Grand Passage, Nova Scotia COMFIT approval; PPA in progress 

Tidal Fundy Tidal Inc. 500 kW Petit Passage, Nova Scotia COMFIT approval; PPA in progress 

Tidal Fundy Tidal Inc 1.95 

MW 

Digby Gut, Nova Scotia COMFIT approval; PPA in progress 

Tidal Fundy Tidal Inc. 500 kW Great Bras d’Or Channel, 

Nova Scotia 

COMFIT approval; PPA in progress 

Tidal Fundy Tidal Inc. 100 kW Barra Strait, Nova Scotia COMFIT approval; PPA in progress 

Tidal Halcyon Tidal
63

 1100 

MW 

Scots Bay, Nova Scotia Pursing approvals 

                                                           

62
 The Crown Estate. Wave and tidal energy in the Pentland Firth and Orkney waters: How the projects could be built, 2011. Available: 

http://www.thecrownestate.co.uk/media/71431/pentland_firth_how_the_projects_could_be_built.pdf 
63

 Halcyon Tidal. The Halcyon Solution to Tidal Range Power Generation in Nova Scotia. Scots Bay, N.S. Proposal. September 7, 2012. 

Available: http://www.bofep.org/PDFfiles/miscellaneous/Scotts%20Bay-%20Fundy%20%202012-9-10.pdf  
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Type Project (developers/ 

partners) 

Capacity Location Status 

Tidal Canoe Pass Tidal/ New 

Energy Corporation 

500 kW Campbell, River, British 

Columbia  

Approvals received; planning 

River Verdant Power 15 MW Cornwall River, Ontario Planning 

River Renewable Energy 

Research (RER) 

250 kW Saint Lawrence River, 

Quebec 

Deployed/operating 

Plans to install more turbines in 

2013. 

River Clean Current 15 kW Seven Sisters, Manitoba Deployment spring 2013 

River Clean Current 33 kW Quebec Planning; deployment summer 

2014 

Tidal Clean Current 65 kW Nova Scotia Planning; deployment 2014/15 

River Idénergie <1 kW Lanaudiere region, Quebec Approvals pending; test to begin 

august 2013 

River Idénergie <1 kW Mauricie region, Quebec Approvals pending; test planned 

for fall 2013 

River Idénergie <1 kW Laurentides region, Quebec Planned for spring 2014 

River New Energy 

Corporation 

30 kW Pointe du Bois, Manitoba Deployed and operating 

River New Energy 

Corporation 

5 kW Coffee Creek-Yukon River, 

Yukon Territories 

Planning, unit sold 

Industrial 

Outflow 

New Energy 

Corporation 

5 kW Bonnybrook Wastewater 

Treatment Plant, Calgary 

Prototype tested (2006) 

River New Energy 

Corporation 

25 kW St. Lawrence River, Cardinal, 

Ontario 

Dormant 

River New Energy 

Corporation 

25 kW Mackenzie River, Fort 

Simpson, Northwest 

Territories  

Commercial demonstration 

completed 

River New Energy 

Corporation 

5 kW Mackenzie River, N’Dulee 

Ferry Crossing, Northwest 

Territories 

Approvals pending 

River  New Energy 

Corporation 

100 kW Duncan Dam, BC Units sold and test program 

completed 

 

Tidal Project Activity 

Currently much of Canada’s tidal energy project activity is centered around the Bay of Fundy in Nova Scotia 

because of the tidal resource potential. Development activities in the Bay of Fundy have also been supported by 

the establishment of feed-in tariffs (FITs)64 under the Government of Nova Scotia’s 2010 Renewable Electricity 

Plan, strategic environmental research initiatives, and provincial, federal, and private sector support to establish 

the Fundy Ocean Research Center for Energy (FORCE) aimed at the demonstration of in-stream tidal energy. (For 

more information about FORCE see page 33.) 

                                                           

64
 A feed-in tariff allows project owners to receive an established price per kilowatt hour (kWh) for projects producing electricity from 

qualifying renewable resources. 
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 The first device deployment in Nova Scotia occurred in 2009 when Nova 

Scotia Power (NSP) began testing a 1-megawatt OpenHydro turbine at 

FORCE.  This was the first deployment and demonstration of a commercial-

scale tidal turbine in North America. The turbine and gravity base were 

successfully recovered on December 17th, 2010, from the Minas Passage.  

 

OpenHydro confirmed that the unit operated successfully through one 

spring tide, but had stopped functioning on the second spring tide after 

deployment. The unit appeared to be in good condition overall, however 

     had lost its blades - the result of peak velocities of up to 2.5 times stronger 

     than originally predicted.   

 

Activity in Nova Scotia has increased since the establishment of the community-based feed-in tariff (COMFIT) 

program65 which includes in-stream tidal energy and was established to support smaller-scale renewable energy 

projects developed and owned by communities. Five tidal projects proposed by Fundy Tidal Inc.66(locations 

identified in Table 5) have received COMFIT approval and are now finalizing power purchase agreements (PPAs) 

with the utility, Nova Scotia Power. These projects will be connected to the distribution grid ranging from 500 

kW to 2 MW.  

The Race Rocks project consisting of Clean Current designing, fabricating, assembling and demonstrating a 65 

kW turbine in British Columbia over 2006-2011 was the first ducted tidal turbine deployed in the world. The 

project has provided valuable experience for industry, regulators, and researchers. 

The City of Campbell River is in the centre of most of the potential tidal sites in coastal British Columbia.  The 

city, its economic development corporation, and North Island College are working with others in an effort to 

advance a small-scale tidal testing and development initiative.  The Canoe Pass project in this area is focused on 

building land-fast infrastructure to test and develop tidal energy and may offer an anchor to this regional 

economic development initiative.   

To date, 25-30 investigative permit applications for tidal energy have been made in British Columbia, but 

currently only two companies are prospecting in the tidal arena.  The lack of action on the establishment of a 

provincial feed-in-tariff has stalled project planning and has likely made buy-in challenging.  However, an ad hoc 

group has been developing concepts for a small/medium sized tidal energy device test and innovation facility for 

tidal energy near Campbell River – the Pacific Tidal Energy Development Committee. 

Wave Project Activity 

Interest in developing wave energy in British Columbia continues, but progress to develop wave energy projects 

has ceased, partially due to the current provincial government focus on natural gas. However, there is an 

                                                           

65
 Government of Nova Scotia. Community Feed-in Tariff Program Facts. Available: 

http://nsrenewables.ca/sites/default/files/comfit_backgrounder.pdf  
66

 Fundy Tidal Inc. Projects. Available: http://www.fundytidal.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=section&id=7&Itemid=24 

Deployment of the OpenHydro turbine at FORCE. 
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industry and academic effort to maintain interest, develop new science and engineering around resource 

assessment and planning, and advance the case for development.  

River Project Activity 

River energy trials have been undertaken in the Northwest Territories and British Columbia, but plans for year-

round operations have not yet been achieved, largely due to challenges that the sector as a whole is facing –

finance, permitting, technology development, etc. 

 

4.2 Testing, Demonstration, and Development Centres  

The testing of devices is an important aspect of proving technologies, establishing industry-wide standards, 

reducing risks and cost, gaining external confidence (regulatory, investors, public) and developing expertise, 

supporting techniques, and equipment needed for future projects. Many governments and private sector 

companies have invested in the development of test/demonstration centres.  

While the driver for these test centres has typically been on testing devices, these centres can also serve a 

critical role in supply chain development as all of the enabling activities for project development must occur at 

these sites in order to adequately test and prove the effectiveness of device deployment, operations and 

maintenance (O&M), and recovery. Depending on objectives, test centres may differ in mandates as some are 

more focused on operational and technical development issues while others may focus on environmental and 

technical research led by academia. Twenty-one test and demonstration centres have been identified globally 

and are included in Table 6 as a comparative chart:  
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Table 6 Marine Renewable Energy Demonstration Centres (Open Water Sites) 

Country Centre Resource Depth Speed Capacity/cable Other details 

Canada Fundy Ocean 

Research Center 

for Energy (FORCE) 

Tidal 45 m 5+ m/s 64 MW capacity subsea 

cables to be installed 

 

Substation and 

transmission line at 

138kV 

4 berths, permitted site for up to 5 MW, environmental 

monitoring, ongoing research and development activities. 

Canada Canadian 

Hydrokinetic 

Turbine Testing 

Centre (CHTTC) 

River n/a n/a n/a This facility is under development in spring 2013. It will be grid 

connected and installations will be in an instrumented 

channel. 

Denmark Danish Wave 

Energy Centre 

Wave n/k n/k n/k Established in 2009 

France Paimpol Brehat 

(France Energies 

Marine) 

Tidal 30-45m 2.6 m/s 

(spring 

tide) 

Export cable: 8MVA-

10kVDC 

Hub connection: 1MVA-

690VAC 

2 berths 

Test performance reliability of tidal devices; develop and test 

new sub-systems (instrumentation, connectors, etc.); conduct 

research on environmental impact 

France Sem-Rev (France 

Energies Marine) 

Wave 35-40m 12 

kW/m 

Export cable: 8MVA-20kv 

 

Test performance and reliability of wave energy devices 

France Seeneoh (France 

Energies Marine) 

Tidal 8m+ 3.5 m/s Export cable: 690 VAC-

100 kW 

3 berths; tidal estuarine test site; test performance and 

reliability; analyze environmental impacts 

Japan JMEC     Under development; being created in collaboration with EMEC 

Netherlands Dutch Tidal Testing 

Centre 

Tidal 4.2m 1.4-4.5 

m/s 

160 kVa Performance testing for intermediate scale devices 

Portugal Aguacadoura  Wave 45m n/k 4 MW subsea cable 

 

3 berths – Pelamis wave devices deployed in 2008 

Onshore electrical infrastructure 

Portugal Wave Energy 

Centre/ Pico Wave 

Energy Plant 

Wave 7m n/k Up to 700 kW Private non-profit association formed by 8 companies and 3 

R&D institutions. 

Portugal Pilot Zone Wave 30-90m n/k Subsea cable not 

included.  

Licensing of wave projects; may expand to offshore wind 

first-come-first served basis 

Plans for 3 phases: Demonstration, up to 4MW; Pre-

commercial, up to 20MW; Commercial, no power limit 
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Country Centre Resource Depth Speed Capacity/cable Other details 

Spain The Biscay Marine 

Energy Platform 

(Bimep) 

Wave 50-90m 21 

kW/m 

20 MW capacity 

Subsea cables: 13.2 kV/F 

MW 

Onshore substation: 132 

kV 

4 berths; Connectors to make easier the connection  

and disconnection of WECs; Research and data centre.  

 

Spain Santona Test 

Centre 

Wave 48-55m n/k 1.5 MW Plans to accommodate test site for wave device prototypes; 

would accommodate up to 10 devices  

 

Joint Venture led by Iberdrola €8 million budget 

Spain Ubiarco Test 

Centre 

Wave 45 – 130m n/k Planned 20 MW Plans for 4 floating devices 

United 

Kingdom 

European Marine 

Energy Centre 

Tidal 

Wave 

25-50 m 1.3-3.4 

m/s  

11 kV control & switching 

stations 

14 full-scale test berths; 2 scale test sites and 2 nursery sites 

Supervisory, control and data acquisition (SCADA) system 

Weather stations (MET) that feed into SCADA 

CCTV monitoring 

United 

Kingdom 

WaveHub Wave 

Offshore 

wind 

60-100 m Wind 

speed 

of 10 

m/s 

25 km of 11/33kv subsea 

cable for up to 20 MW of 

wave energy generation 

4 berths up to 5 MW each; fully monitored and permitted site; 

Upgradable to 50 MW once 33 kV has been developed 

United 

Kingdom - 

Ireland 

Galway Bay Wave 23m 2.5kW/

m2 

In planning 2 berths; ¼ scale prototype test site; permitted. 

Hosts SmartBay which supports innovation in the field of 

marine sensing, data management and communications. 

United 

Kingdom – 

Ireland 

AMETS, Belmullet, 

Co Mayo  

Wave 50-100m 45-50 

kW/m2 

10 MW export capability Full scale grid connected wave energy test site. 

United States Hawaii National 

Marine Renewable 

Energy Center 

Wave n/k n/k n/k 3 test sites for commercial size devices ranging from 300-500 

kW, ongoing research activities. 

United States Northwest 

National Marine 

Renewable Energy 

Center 

Tidal 

Wave 

Newport: 

40-50m  

 

Puget 

Sound: 

16m 

n/k n/k Permitted sites 

Tidal-3 grid connected berths 

Wave- planning for 2 MW 

United States Southeast National 

Renewable Energy 

Center 

Tidal 

Thermal 

n/k n/k Not grid connected Small-scale limited-duration deployments; research and 

activities focused on resource assessment, environmental 

interactions, and outreach/education. 
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The most robust of the demonstration centres/test sites in terms of supporting and electrical infrastructure, 

services offered, and berths/growth potential are in the UK, Canada, Spain, and France. EMEC in Orkney has the 

most similar features and model to FORCE and, although directed primarily at wave energy, Wave Hub is also 

interested in marine renewable energy more generally.67 France also appears to be advancing its strategy to 

pursue marine renewable energy development with the establishment of France Energies Marines, an institute 

of excellence dedicated to marine renewable energy, that oversees six test sites focused on all forms of marine 

renewable energy (wave, tidal, ocean thermal, and offshore wind), with two focused solely on tidal. Sites in the 

United States are not as robust and are primarily focused on smaller prototype devices and research.  

Canada 

Canada also has catalytic test and development centres and initiatives underway that are supporting sector 

growth towards commercial-scale projects through research and innovation. Additionally, Canada has the 

advantage of centres or initiatives across the country covering all three forms of marine renewable energy.  

Fundy Ocean Research Center for Energy (Nova Scotia)  

FORCE was developed as a demonstration centre for individual in-stream tidal turbines in 2008. It is a catalyst 

for the creation of a new marine renewable energy industry in Canada, including the development of value 

added manufacturing, and development of services for the deployment, maintenance, inspection, repair, and 

decommissioning of tidal energy devices. It also leads and facilitates strategic enabling research, which to date 

has been largely environmental, but has included pioneer approaches to cable laying and methods for site 

characterization and monitoring.  

 

Infrastructure 

FORCE has four berths for the testing and development of 

four different technologies. It is currently permitted for 5 

MW of installations, but it will be installing subsea cables 

for a total capacity of 64 MW, giving each berth the ability 

to support up to 16 MW. This translates to enough power 

for about 20,000 homes at peak flows when the site has the 

full installed capacity of 64 MW.68 They also give Canada 

the largest offshore transmission capacity of any tidal 

energy site in the world. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           

 

68 Fundy Ocean Research Center for Energy (FORCE). 2012 Annual Report. Available: http://fundyforce.ca/wp-

content/uploads/2012/05/FORCE-Annual-Report-2012-2.pdf 

Illustration of the four in-stream tidal berth sites at FORCE. 

Each will connect to the onshore electrical infrastructure via 

submarine cable. (Image source: FORCE) 
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FORCE has built $30 million of electrical infrastructure, including 

subsea cabling, an onshore substation, and transmission line to 

connect this resource to the North American power grid. In 2012, 

FORCE connected and energized both the substation and transmission 

line. The transmission line is 138kV class overhead line running 10km 

from the FORCE substation to the Nova Scotia Power grid system at an 

existing local substation in Parrsboro. 

 

Over the course 2012, FORCE engaged in planning and rehearsal in 

preparation for the submarine cable installation with project 

contractors. With experience gained from the cable trials FORCE is 

now planning for the installation of cables in advance of the next 

turbine deployment.  

Site Characterization 

Accurate and calibrated data is critical to reducing the risks associated 

with turbine deployment and operation in one of the fastest flowing 

tidal races in the world, 40 meters below the surface of the ocean. 

FORCE's research program has improved knowledge of the site, using 

tools like multi-beam sonar, side-scan sonar, hydrophones, and 

acoustic doppler current profiler (ADCP).  

 

The data received has shown the speeds at various water depths are 

faster than originally believed – up to metre per second faster in some 

cases. New ADCP measurements indicate that at 10 metres above the seafloor – an average height for a 1-

megawatt commercial turbine, speeds reach up to four metres per second. That speed translates into much 

higher total power potential.  

 

To better understand the energy potential of the site and address challenges created by developing tidal energy 

in a high-flow environment, FORCE has embarked on a new site characterization and monitoring program— the 

Fundy Advanced Sensor Technology (FAST) project—with  support from the Government of Canada and Encana.  

FORCE will be developing the world’s first recoverable underwater research platform designed specifically for 

extreme, high-flow conditions. The sensor platform will allow for:  

• continuous, synchronized data collection (including currents, turbulence, and other environmental data) 

for more accurate visualization of marine life behavior and movement 

• real time instrument adjustments 

• future development of a new standard for high-flow turbine monitoring world-wide. 

It is anticipated that the FAST project will catalyze the development new tools, instrumentation, and methods 

for site characterization and monitoring in high flow environments that will benefit the global industry.  

 

 

Substation at FORCE. (Image source: FORCE) 

ADCP and mooring lowered to the sea floor.  

(Image source: FORCE) 
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Canadian Hydrokinetic Turbine Testing Centre (CHTTC) 

The Canadian Hydrokinetic Turbine Testing Centre (CHTTC) has recently been established as a collaboration 

between Manitoba Hydro and the University of Manitoba to provide remote communities with clean energy 

solutions through the installation of small-scale river current energy applications.  CHTTC is a partnership that 

joins manufacturers, turbine and fish researchers, and utilities to advance the development of river current 

technology in Canada.  The goal of the CHTTC’s work is to deploy systems in rivers, develop the required 

expertise from water-to-wire, and contribute to harness a portion of the hydrokinetic river resource in Canada. 

CHTTC will be located on the Winnipeg River at 8-Foot Falls. 

 

West Coast Wave Initiative (WCWI) 

The West Coast Wave Initiative (WCWI) intends to develop the technical foundation for future demonstration of 

wave energy devices off the west coast of Vancouver Island, British Columbia.  The WCWI will complete 

comprehensive wave energy resource assessment using buoys and coastal models, performance estimates of 

wave energy converter (WEC) technology using high fidelity wave energy converter (WEC) simulations and study 

how coastal communities and broad regions (e.g. Vancouver Island) can exploit wave energy.  The WCWI is 

aimed at producing a detailed, precise picture of where wave energy technologies should be deployed, what 

usable power these devices produce and how this emerging sector can impact the provincial and national 

economies.  The WCWI is hosted at the University of Victoria’s Institute for Integrated Energy System (IESVic), 

and is currently the only comprehensive wave energy research program in Canada. 

4.3 Legislation & Policy  

The growth of the marine renewable energy sector will be dependent on a clear pathway to commercial 

development through consistent licensing and regulation. Regulatory obstacles are often cited as key barriers to 

the deployment of marine renewable energy devices across the global sector.  As marine renewable energy is 

still at an early stage of development, most countries have yet to develop definitive process for the licensing and 

management of the resource and energy production. In many cases, the major challenge for regulating and 

licensing marine renewable energy is the presence of multiple governing jurisdictions in the offshore and 

multiple user/uses such as fishing, oil and gas, and shipping.  This can result in multiple regulatory authorities 

that lack a truly coordinated and timely approach to permitting projects. The division in responsibility often 

results in complex regulatory processes and delays, which can impact investor confidence.  

Many countries have adapted existing legislation or established policies or MOUs for the governing of the 

resources. Some of these have also had experience in offshore wind development and have been able to apply 

those principles to wave and tidal. The UK likely has the most robust regulatory and licensing system for marine 

renewable energy which includes a single authority for leasing of the seabed, the Crown Estate, and a “one-stop 

shop” for permitting, Marine Scotland and the Marine Management Organization (England).  

Canada 

In Canada there are multiple federal, provincial, and potentially municipal authorities involved in marine 

renewable energy development regulation and policy.  Jurisdiction over marine renewable energy resources 

between federal and provincial governments can be complex and is dependent on the parameters and details of 

each individual project. In general, authority for governing marine renewable energy projects has two aspects 
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according to constitutional law: provincial ownership and related proprietary jurisdiction over areas of the 

seabed and federal legislative jurisdiction with respect to interference with fishing and navigation rights.  

To date, Canada has applied existing legislation for the permitting and approval of marine renewable energy 

project activities. Several acts govern marine renewable energy at the federal level as depicted in Table 7. 

Provincial regulation differs by province. In some cases, new policies or guidelines have been developed around 

current legislation to ensure predictability and efficiency in the process. For example, the FORCE project was 

permitted using a one-window committee and framework69  established by the Government of Nova Scotia 

which included both federal and provincial regulators. This avoided any regulatory and legislative duplication 

and allowed for a more timely process.  

Table 7 Federal Regulatory Framework 

• Fisheries Act 

• Canadian Environmental Assessment Act 

• Species at Risk Act 

• Migratory Birds Convention Act 

• Navigable Waters Protection Act 

• National Energy Board Act 

• Oceans Act 

• Canada Environmental Protection Act 

• Shipping Act 

• Canada Labour Code 

 

However, it has been recognized that the use of existing legislation will not be sufficient as the sector begins to 

grow and even currently it has not always been capable of addressing all issues. A pathway for commercial 

development is also required in legislation which is crucial for investor confidence and moving beyond 

demonstration projects. 

The Government of Canada and various provincial governments, have made commitments to develop new 

policies and legislation specific to the development of marine renewable energy, covering issues such as: seabed 

leasing, licensing for extraction of the resource, environmental effects and impacts, social impacts and benefits, 

management of competing uses and multiple users/uses, and industry growth and sustainability. 

Government of Canada 

In 2011, the federal government announced the establishment of a $4 million Marine Renewable Energy 

Enabling Measures program to work towards a policy framework for administering renewable energy activity in 

the federal offshore. This work is currently underway and will interface with some of the legislative 

development occurring in provinces such as British Columbia and Nova Scotia.  

 

Canada is also very focused on understanding and assessing the variety of technologies that are being developed 

and the potential environmental and socioeconomic impacts resulting from them. In anticipation of increasing 

development in the marine renewable energy sector, Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO) has been working to 

develop a strategic research plan to ensure that marine renewable energy developments are effectively 

reviewed and located in a manner that does not negatively impact the environment, public, or other marine 

                                                           

69
 Government of Nova Scotia. Department of Energy. Offshore Renewable Energy Generation Regulatory Flow-Chart for Industry Initiated 

Test and Commercial Sites, 2009. Available: http://www.gov.ns.ca/energy/resources/EM/tidal/Tidal-Policy-Framework-Nova-Scotia.pdf 
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users. The first major piece of work that was undertaken was the development of Pathways of Effects (PoE) logic 

models for each major form of marine renewable energy, which identify the potential impacts that activities 

associated with marine renewable energy may have on the marine environment (see Section 4.5 for more details 

on the PoE).   

 

Recently, the Government of Canada also amended its environmental legislation and regulations which affected 

tidal energy development. The 2012 Canadian Environmental Assessment Act’s  (CEAA 2012) Regulations 

Designating Physical Activities have set the project trigger for in-stream tidal energy at 50 MW, which was 

previously set at 5 MW. This is a crucial step to facilitating the first array-scale projects which are integral for 

innovation and cost reductions. 

 

The Government of Canada has also entered into international collaboration agreements for marine renewable 

energy development. In September 2011 Prime Minister Harper and UK Prime Minister Cameron signed a Joint 

Declaration making collaboration on the commercialization of marine renewable energy a priority70. In May 

2012 this declaration was further strengthened by the signing of a joint innovation statement between Minister 

Fast and UK Minister Green which encourages joint collaboration on technology development and knowledge 

sharing between Canada and the UK to accelerate the development, demonstration, and deployment of marine 

renewable energy technologies71. 

British Columbia 

The Government of British Columbia is currently developing a more streamlined and effective regulatory process 

for marine renewable energy projects and released a leasing policy for marine renewable energy projects in 

2011, the Land Use Operational Policy for Ocean Energy Projects
72.  British Columbia is also working on a “one 

process, one project” approach for the permitting of energy projects which will include marine renewable 

resources. The provinces of British Columbia and Nova Scotia also have a Memorandum of Understanding to 

encourage greater collaboration on tidal energy research and policy development73.  

New Brunswick 

In 2011 the Government of New Brunswick, established an administrative framework for the development of 

tidal energy on Crown lands – Allocation of Crown Lands for Tidal In-Stream Energy Conversion Projects.74 The 

policy was developed to provide a controlled, incremental development approach for issuing leases. Under New 

Brunswick’s 2011 energy policy, The New Brunswick Energy Blueprint, government also committed to encourage 

                                                           

70
 Prime Minister of Canada. “Canada-United Kingdom joint declaration,” 2011. Available: http://www.pm.gc.ca/eng/media.asp?id=4361  

71
 The Canadian Trade Commissioner Service. “Joint Canada-UK Statement,” 2012. Available: 

http://www.tradecommissioner.gc.ca/eng/science/document.jsp?did=131037  

72 Government of British Columbia. Land Use Operational Policy for Ocean Energy Projects, 2010. Available: 

http://www.for.gov.bc.ca/Land_Tenures/tenure_programs/programs/oceanenergy/index.html 
73

Government of Nova Scotia. “Nova Scotia, British Columbia to share marine renewable development information”. 

Available:  http://nsrenewables.ca/news/nova-scotia-british-columbia-share-marine-renewable-development-information 

74 Government of New Brunswick. Allocation of Crown Lands for Tidal In-Stream Energy Conversion Projects, 2011. Available: 

http://www2.gnb.ca/content/dam/gnb/Departments/nr-rn/pdf/en/Publications/CLM0222009.pdf 
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research and development that would identify new cost effective and environmentally progressive methods of 

using tidal energy and other renewable resources.75 

Nova Scotia  

Nova Scotia has been a leading province in marine renewable energy development with ongoing policy, 

regulatory, and financial support for the sector. In May 2012, the Province released its Marine Renewable 

Energy Strategy
76, which signals a long-term vision and commitment for marine renewable energy 

development— advancing tidal energy beyond technology trial, to a new phase of development aimed at 

achieving an internationally active industry. The strategy includes direction for the creation of a licensing 

process to provide a pathway to reach the first 300 MW of power production by 2020.   

 

As Canada has multiple jurisdictions governing the marine environment (federal, provincial, municipal), Nova 

Scotia has been working to develop a predictable, efficient, and effective legislative framework and regulatory 

regime.  The provincial government is now working towards developing new resource-specific legislation77.  

Nova Scotia has also established a policy to conduct strategic environmental assessments (SEA) in areas of great 

resource and development interest. In 2007-2008 a SEA of the Bay of Fundy78 was conducted and is being 

updated in 2013. A new SEA is also currently being conducted in Cape Breton79. 

Ontario 

A streamlined approvals process for a Renewable Energy Approval (REA)80, covering all renewable energy 

projects in Ontario has been created by amending the provincial Environmental Protection Act. Under the Green 

Energy Act, the Renewable Energy Facilitation Office (REFO)81 was established to act as an information-provider 

and facilitator for proponents. 

                                                           

75
 Government of New Brunswick. The New Brunswick Energy Blueprint, 2011. Available: 

http://www2.gnb.ca/content/dam/gnb/Departments/en/pdf/Publications/201110NBEnergyBlueprint.pdf 

76 Government of Nova Scotia. Department of Energy. Marine Renewable Energy Strategy, 2012. Available: 

http://www.gov.ns.ca/energy/resources/publications/nova-scotia-marine-renewable-energy-strategy-may-2012.pdf  

77
 Nova Scotia Department of Energy. Marine Renewable Energy Public Consultation, 2011. Available: 

http://www.gov.ns.ca/energy/public-consultation/marine-renewable-energy.asp 
78

 Offshore Energy Environmental Research (OEER) Association. Bay of Fundy Tidal Energy Strategic Environmental Assessment, 2008. 

Available: http://www.oera.ca/wp-content/uploads/2013/06/FINAL-SEA-REPORT.pdf 
79

 Aecom. Background Report to Support a Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) for the Cape Breton Coastal Region, inclusive of the 

Bras D’Or Lakes, 2013. Available: http://www.oera.ca/wp-content/uploads/2013/05/FINAL_CB-SEA_Background-Report_WEBSITE-

COPY.pdf 
80

 Environmental Protection Act. Renewable Energy Approval Regulations. Retrieved from: http://www.e-

laws.gov.on.ca/html/regs/english/elaws_regs_090359_e.htm 
81

 Government of Ontario. Ministry of Energy. Renewable Energy Facilitation Office. http://www.energy.gov.on.ca/en/renewable-energy-

facilitation-office/ 
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Quebec  

Quebec established Plan Nord
82 in 2011 which puts forward a vision for the future development of Northern 

Quebec. The plan established a 200 MW target for renewable energy development that includes river and tidal 

energy. To date, there has not been project activity in relation to marine renewable energy under this target.  

Canada has also been working with other leading marine and offshore countries to establish regulatory best 

practices and policies, frequently working with organizations in the UK and United States (USA) who are also 

developing new regulatory frameworks and licensing processes. 

4.4 Funding Support & Incentives  

Globally, government support through the application of R&D funding, market mechanisms, and incentives has 

been integral to the advancement of marine renewable energy at this early stage of development. Many 

governments have invested in marine renewable energy development with grants, tax credits, or fixed price 

(feed-in tariff) contracts. Several countries including the USA, UK, New Zealand, and Spain have developed 

funding programs specifically for marine renewable energy. The UK and Scotland appear to be making the 

largest investments with grants for the first array-scale projects totaling £20m from the UK government and a 

further £18 from Scotland (see Table 8 below for corresponding programs). France is also emerging as a front-

runner with a slightly different approach focused on developing the infrastructure needed before large 

investments in technology are made. For example, the Port of Brest recently invested €134 million to develop 

port infrastructure which will also include service vessels for marine renewable energy projects83. 

Countries that have made significant investments at the national level are seeing progress through multiple 

commercial-scale prototype deployments, enabling infrastructure and the emergence of consortiums focused 

on developing technical approaches and enabling technologies. There has also been a visible shift from a focus 

on single-device deployment to a focus on multiple device project development in arrays. Following is a 

comparative snapshot of some of the past and recent investments globally in marine renewable energy. 

 (Please note: this table does not include a list of all programs that could potentially fund marine renewable 

energy development. Rather, it includes investments that have been made in marine renewable energy or 

programs that have been specifically designed to support marine renewable energy. This list may not be 

exhaustive of all funding initiatives underway by individual countries) 

Table 8 Global Funding in Marine Renewable Energy 

                                                           

82 Government of Quebec. The Plan Nord: a Society-Wide project Québec, 2011. Available: 

http://www.mrn.gouv.qc.ca/english/international/northern-quebec.jsp  
83

 Bretagne. Bretagne, your best partner, 2013. Available: http://www.invest-in-bretagne.org/IMG/pdf/EMR_plaquette_VA_web.pdf  

Country Financial Support Details Value 

Australia Grant Renewable Energy Development Fund $66 million 

Grant Government of Western Australia $12.5 million 

Grant Renewable Energy Development Initiative $5 million 

Grant Sustainable Energy Innovation Fund (Queensland) $200,000 
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84
 Waveplam.  http://www.waveplam.eu/files/downloads/D.3.2.Guidelienes_FINAL.pdf  

85
 Waveplam.  

86
 Ministerio de Economía. Spain. 

http://www.investinspain.org/icex/cma/contentTypes/common/records/mostrarDocumento/?doc=4331881  

Country Financial Support Details Value 

Canada R&D Funding Clean Energy Fund ~$25 million 

R&D Funding ecoEII ~$7.1  million 

R&D Funding Offshore Energy Research Association $5+ million 

Grant Sustainable Development Technology Canada (SDTC) ~$25 million  

Tax incentive/credit Scientific Research & Experimental Development Program varies 

Feed-in Tariff Nova Scotia tidal array-scale demonstration To be set in 2013 

Feed-in Tariff Nova Scotia Community-Based Feed-in Tariff 65.2 c/kWh 

France Feed-in Tariff  Established after initial 2007 tariff expired. €0.15/kWh
84

 

Infrastructure  Port of Brest – development for MRE 134m€ 

Innovation/R&D Establishment of France Energies Marine €130  (over 10 years) 

Korea Feed-in Tariff Expired 2012 76.63 kRW/kWh 

New 

Zealand 

Grant 

 

Marine Energy Deployment Fund (MEDF)  $ 8 million, nominally $2 

million per year for 4 years 

Portugal Feed-in tariff  Scaled rate 

 

 

1-4MW €0.26/kWh
85

 

5-20MW €0.19/kWh 

21-100MW €0.13/kWh 

Grant PRIME FP7 Project €3  million 

Spain Feed-in tariff 

 

 First 20 years €0.7441/kWh 

After 20 years 

€0.70306/kWh
86

 

Grant WAVEPLAM   € 526 988 

R&D funding PSE-MAR (2005-2010) €25 million  

R&D funding OceanLider Programme  €30M (15M€ public) 

United 

States 

Tax credit Energy Improvement and Extension Act 0.01/kWh 

R&D funding grant – 

Funding Opportunity 

Announcement (FOA) 

Advanced Water Power Projects (FY08) $28,908,746 USD 

R&D funding–FOA Advanced Water Power FOA (FY09) $14,906,243 USD 

R&D funding –FOA MHK Technology Readiness  

Advancement Initiative FOA (FY10) 

$40,954,732 USD 

R&D funding –FOA In-Water Wave Energy Conversion  

Device Testing Support (FY12) 

$500,000 USD 

Congressionally 

Directed Projects  

Congressionally Directed Projects (CDPs) $13,397,300 USD 

Grant Business Innovation Research Program   $150,000 - $1 million USD 

(per application) 

United 

Kingdom 

Capital grant Marine Renewables Deployment Fund (MRDF) ₤ 42 million 

Grant Marine Renewable Proving Fund ₤22 million 
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Federal and provincial governments in Canada have provided both capital funding and market pull mechanisms 

for marine renewable energy that have served to establish FORCE, incent the world-first community-based tidal 

energy projects, and support innovative technical and environmental research:  

Government of Canada 

The federal government has provided funding to marine renewable energy through programs designed to 

support renewable, sustainable and/or clean technologies. Projects with a marine renewable energy focus 

received approximately $25 million+ through the Clean Energy Fund which included support for the 

establishment of FORCE and the recent addition of the sensor platform project at FORCE.  

 

Sustainable Development Technology Canada (SDTC) has also invested in marine renewable energy. It is 

estimated that approximately $25 million87 has been applied to marine renewable energy technologies. Funding 

calls over the 2004-2013 timeframe have supported the following projects: 

Table 9 Sustainable Development Technology Canada (SDTC) Funded Marine Renewable Energy Projects 

Lead Proponent Project Name/Description 

Alstom 2.2 MW Tidal Turbine Demonstration in the Bay of Fundy 

Atlantis Resources 

Corporation 

ARC-1000 Full scale tidal turbine demonstration at FORCE
88

 

Clean Current Power 

Systems 

Tidal Turbine Generator 65kW Field Demonstration off the coast of Victoria, BC 

New Energy Corporation 2 x 250 kW Tidal Power Generation Demonstration near Campbell River, BC 

Nova Scotia Power Nova Scotia In-Stream Tidal Generation Project (installation of 1 MW turbine in 

Bay of Fundy) 

RSW-RER TREK II Pilot demonstration farm (20 units with 5 MW nameplate) 

RSW-RER Development and Demonstration of Hydro Kinetic Energy Turbine (TREK) 

                                                           

87
 SDTC funding contributions towards projects have been cited from the 2010 SDTC Annual Report Supplement: 

http://www.sdtc.ca/uploads/documents/2010_Annual%20Report%20Supplement_FINAL.pdf.  

88
 SDTC. “Harper Government Announces Clean Technology Projects Across Canada,” Press Release, 2013. Available: 

http://www.sdtc.ca/index.php?mact=News,cntnt01,detail,0&cntnt01articleid=318&cntnt01origid=132&cntnt01detailtemplate=news-

details&cntnt01returnid=143&hl=en_CA 

  Capital grant Department of Energy and Climate Change -Marine 

Energy Array Demonstrator (MEAD) 

₤20 million 

R&D Funding Technology Strategy Board ₤10.5 million 

R&D Funding Carbon Trust Marine Renewables Commercialization Fund ₤18 million 

R&D Funding Energy Technologies Institute (Marine Energy Program) ₤ 25.5 million (approx.) 

R&D Funding SuperGen €3 million 

Grant Saltire Prize (Scotland) ₤ 10 million 

Capital grant Wave & Tidal Energy Support Scheme (Scotland) ₤ 15 million 

ROC/FIT 

 

5 ROCs for wave and tidal; Renewable Obligation 

Certificates (ROCs) (Scotland) 

approx ₤45/MWh for 1 ROC 

(₤225 total) 

Capital Grant Prototype Development Fund (Ireland) €10 million 
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Verdant Power Canada ULC The Cornwall Ontario River Energy (CORE) Project 

 

In the past year, approximately $7.1 million was allocated to marine renewable energy R&D and demonstration 

projects under the Government of Canada’s ecoEnergy Innovation Initiative (ecoEII). Funded projects include: 

Table 10 ecoEnergy Innovation Initiative (ecoEII) Funded Marine Renewable Energy Projects 

Lead Proponent Project Name/Description 

Acadia University Reducing the Cost of In-stream Tidal Energy Generation through 

Comprehensive Hydrodynamic Site Assessment  

Marine Renewables Canada Development of Codes and Standards for Marine Energy Converters 

University of Manitoba Canadian Hydrokinetic Turbine Test Centre  (Lead: University of Manitoba) 

University of Victoria West Coast Wave Initiative  

Water Wall Turbine Inc. Front End Engineering and Design Study: Dent Island Tidal Power Generation 

Project 

 

These projects have and will provide some of the necessary building blocks to evolve Canada’s marine 

renewable energy sector.  

 

The Scientific Research and Experimental Development (SR&ED) Program is a federal tax incentive program 

which can also cover marine renewable energy depending on the activity. 89  The SR&ED provides claimants cash 

refunds and/or tax credits for expenditures on eligible R&D work done in Canada. It is likely that this program 

has been accessed by businesses in the marine renewable energy sector.  

British Columbia 

The 2010 Clean Energy Act allows for the implementation of feed-in-tariffs, for “emerging” technologies 

including wave and tidal energy.90BC Hydro has stated that there are currently no plans to proceed with the 

implementation of a FIT at this time in order to stabilize electricity rates.91  

 

The Government of British Columbia also established the Innovative Clean Energy (ICE) Fund92 in 2007 to 

encourage development of new sources of clean energy and technologies and included tidal and wave energy. 

Under the ICE Fund there were two calls for funding, resulting in contributions of about $6.5 million for marine 

renewable energy which included projects from SyncWave Systems Inc., Canoe Pass Tidal Energy Consortium, 

Pacific Coast Wave Energy Corp93 and Mavi Turbines94.  

                                                           

89
 Canada Revenue Agency. Scientific Research and Experimental Development Program. http://www.cra-arc.gc.ca/sred/  

90
 Government of British Columbia.  Feed-in Tariff Regulation Consultation Paper, 2010. 

http://www.greenenergybc.ca/Assets/Feed_In_Tariff_Consultation_Paper_2010.pdf  
91

 BC Hydro. Feed-in Tariff Program. Available:  http://www.bchydro.com/energy-in-

bc/acquiring_power/closed_offerings/feed_in_tariff.html  
92

 Government of British Columbia.  Ministry of Environment. http://www.env.gov.bc.ca/cas/mitigation/ice_fund.html 
93

Clark Wilson LLP. British Columbia Renewable Energy Blog. Megawatt 

http://www.bcenergyblog.com/uploads/file/OREG_Release_ICE_Fund(1).pdf  
94

 Ministry of Energy and Mines and Minister Responsible for Housing. Government of British Columbia. “$8 million for clean energy 

projects.” Press Release, 2011. Available: http://www2.news.gov.bc.ca/news_releases_2009-2013/2011ENER0062-000903.htm 
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Nova Scotia 

Nova Scotia’s 2010 Renewable Electricity Plan established two types of feed-in tariffs (FIT) for tidal energy. The 

FITs were then legislated in the Renewable Electricity Regulations of the Electricity Act. 

• COMFIT
95: The community-based feed-in tariff (COMFIT) is the world’s most aggressive FIT for in-stream 

tidal energy at 65.2 cents/kWh for community-based projects. Community-based groups that are eligible 

for this program include municipalities, First Nations, co-operatives and not-for-profit groups. Under the 

COMFIT, projects must be connected to the grid at the distribution level.  

 

• Developmental Tidal FIT
96: A FIT is currently being established through a process being led by the Nova 

Scotia Utility and Review Board (UARB) that will cover large-scale devices/projects. Developmental tidal 

arrays that are transmission connected may qualify this tariff. The FIT would apply to in-stream tidal 

energy devices in units greater than 0.5 MW (500 KW) or multiple devices in arrays. Currently there are 

no limitations on the size of an array project that may qualify for this rate.  Unlike the COMFIT which 

requires that the project be 51% owned by an eligible community-based group, there here are no limits 

on the type of ownership for the developmental tidal FIT. 

Ontario 

A FIT was established under Ontario’s Green Energy Act in 2009 which includes a fixed price for waterpower 

projects under 10 MW at 13.1 cents/kWh.97   

4.5 Environmental Implications 

Harnessing marine renewable energy poses a variety of environmental benefits and challenges. As most marine 

renewable energy devices have only been tested in the marine environment and have not been operating for 

long periods of time, there are uncertainties regarding how device operation and the presence of multiple 

devices will impact the environment. This is largely an industry-wide challenge that continues to be assessed by 

researchers, regulators, and industry.  

Potential environmental effects are dependent on the scale, scope, and location of a project. As such, it is not 

possible at this stage in development of the industry to determine exactly what the interactions will be. 

However, many of the same issues exist globally and general consensus has been developing around 

interactions that could occur. There have been a number of knowledge networks established within Canada and 

internationally that focus on environmental effects of marine renewable energy.  

Canada 

Significant work has been conducted in Canada to establish the Pathway of Effects (PoE) 98  model developed by 

Acadia University with support from Fisheries and Oceans Canada which identifies the following potential 

stressors and environmental effects associated with marine renewable energy projects. 

                                                           

95 Government of Nova Scotia. Department of Energy. COMFIT Program. https://nsrenewables.ca:44309/feed-tariffs  

96 Government of Nova Scotia. Department of Energy. Tidal Array Feed-In Tariff. http://nsrenewables.ca/tidal-array-feed-tariff 
97

 Ontario Power Authority. Waterpower. Available: http://fit.powerauthority.on.ca/renewable-technologies/waterpower  
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Pathway of Effects Model 

 

1. Changes in current energy: modification of water movement patterns due to energy extraction affecting 

sediment dynamics (alteration of substrates, sediment erosion, transport, and deposition patterns) and tidal 

dynamics (alteration of tidal amplitude and current velocity). 

 

2. Effects of artificial structures: change in habitat structure and complexity, attraction or avoidance of marine 

life, barrier to migration. 

 

3. Physical interactions with infrastructure: physical or physiological injury to marine organisms from passing 

through devices (e.g. blade strikes, entanglement, pressure flux, stress, or disorientation). 

 

4. Noise, vibration and light emitted from devices: behavioural changes and physiological responses in marine 

organisms, including stress, and avoidance of habitat sites and migration corridors. 

 

5. Emitted electro-magnetic fields: device generator and power electronics and sub-marine power cable 

emissions causing behavioural changes and physiological responses in marine organisms. 

 

6. Release of contaminants: chemical pollution from paints, anti-foulants, and lubricants affecting water 

chemistry and marine organisms’ health. 

 

Environmental uncertainties can introduce risk for industry when it comes to fulfilling regulatory requirements. 

Globally and in Canada, research has played a major role in understanding what the potential interactions of 

devices may be. Many countries have established networks, institutions, funding programs, and policies 

specifically targeted at gathering of data and knowledge around the environmental implications of marine 

renewable energy.  

Canada has been building expertise in the area of environmental effects which will be crucial to future industry 

advancement.  The following section (4.6) describes some of the key research activities that have taken place or 

are underway to answer key environmental questions.  

In Nova Scotia, the government has aimed to reduce the risk around environmental uncertainties posed by tidal 

energy development by conducting strategic environmental assessments (SEA) in regions before development 

can commence.  SEAs are systematic decision support processes, aiming to ensure that environmental and 

possibly other sustainability aspects are considered effectively in policy, planning and program making. There 

are also provincial and federal environmental regulatory processes that serve to identify and mitigate potential 

impacts of devices on the marine environment (see Section 4.3 for examples of relevant federal legislation).  

                                                                                                                                                                                                         

98 Isaacman, L. and Daborn, G. Pathways of Effects for Offshore Renewable Energy in Canada. 2011. 

http://fern.acadiau.ca/custom/fern/document_archive/repository/documents/178.pdf 
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FORCE also has an ongoing environmental effects monitoring program in place to examine changes to the 

acoustic environment, benthic habitat, fish movement, lobster presence, marine mammal and seabird 

behaviour and presence at its site.99 

4.6 Research & Innovation Initiatives  

Globally, challenges faced by the marine renewable energy sector has resulted in numerous R&D programs, 

establishment of research centres and networks, and the creation of specific courses or training at educational 

institutions.  Much of the research conducted to date addresses two main issues for marine renewable energy 

development – the impact of the environment on the device and the impact of the device or project on the 

environment.  Due to the number of research activities internationally, this document will not provide a 

summary of every existing institution and program. However, as Canada proceeds with marine renewable 

energy development it is recommended that a deeper understanding of the research and innovation activities 

globally is established in order to avoid duplication and identify potential opportunities for collaboration.  

Canada 

The marine renewable energy sector in Canada has engaged the interest and participation of research capacity 

through universities, associations, and networks. Strategic research initiatives among key organizations are 

integral for addressing key challenges in the sector, reducing costs and risks, and supporting regulatory 

requirements. Academic institutions could also serve an important role in the future for providing training and 

skills in marine renewable energy by establishing programs and courses that can satisfy needs of the sector. 

Following is a compilation of key organizations involved in the sector along with their key roles. 

 

Table 11 Canadian Research Organizations Involved in Marine Renewable Energy 

Organization Type Location Focus/Involvement 

Acadia University/ Acadia Tidal 

Energy Institute 

www.acadiau.ca  

University Nova Scotia Oceanography, resource modeling, marine 

ecology, sustainable environments and 

communities, economics and finance. 

Cape Breton University 

www.cbu.ca  

University Nova Scotia Marine ecology, sustainable environments, 

community sustainability 

College of the North Atlantic 

www.cna.nl.ca  

University Newfoundland Investigating options for an emerging wave 

energy test site. 

Dalhousie University 

www.dal.ca  

University Nova Scotia Engineering, oceanography, policy 

Fundy Energy Research 

Network (FERN) 

www.fern.acadiau.ca  

Network Nova Scotia Coordinates efforts to address the 

environmental and technological challenges 

of tidal energy developments in the Bay of 

Fundy. Includes 4 sub-committees: 

Hydrodynamics & Geophysics 

Biological & Ecological Effects 

Engineering Challenges 

Socio-Economics 

                                                           

99
 FORCE. Monitoring/Research. Retrieved from: http://fundyforce.ca/monitoring-and-research/  
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Organization Type Location Focus/Involvement 

National Research Council 

 www.nrc-cnrc.gc.ca  

Government Ottawa Physical and numerical modeling and analysis 

services in hydraulics including off-shore 

wind energy, wave or tidal energy generation 

and hydro power. (Ottawa) 

 

Testing facility for model validations and tow 

tank work. (Newfoundland) 

 

Nova Scotia Community 

College (NSCC) 

www.nscc.ca  

 

College 

 

Nova Scotia 

 

Energy Sustainability Engineering Technology 

(ESET) program, various trade programs 

Offshore Energy Research 

Association 

www.offshorenergyresearch.ca  

Not-for-

profit 

research 

funding 

Nova Scotia Supports research to enable the sustainable 

development of Nova Scotia’s marine 

renewable energy resources through 

strategic partnerships with industry, 

government, and academia. 

Saint Mary’s University 

www.smu.ca  

University Nova Scotia Behaviour of sediments, effects on marine 

environment 

University of Manitoba 

www.umanitoba.ca  

University Manitoba Faculty of Engineering involved in  the 

establishment of the Canadian Hydrokinetic 

Turbine Testing Centre (CHTC) and will be 

involved in development and research at 

CHTC once activity commences 

University of Victoria – 

Institute for Integrated Energy 

Systems (IESVic) 

www.iesvic.uvic.ca  

University British 

Columbia 

Leading a team of engineers, entrepreneurs 

and computer modeling experts who have 

deployed high-tech buoys in the turbulent 

seas off western Vancouver Island to gather 

data on wave energy potential. 

 

Perhaps the largest cluster of marine renewable energy research activity in Canada is occurring in Nova Scotia.  

Universities, FORCE, and the Offshore Energy Research Association (OERA) have been working to lead strategic 

research. The Fundy Energy Research Network (FERN) also serves to foster collaboration around tidal energy 

research and established sub-committees that advise on key research priority areas across a number of 

disciplines.  

To date, most of the work led by Acadia and OERA have focused on the potential environmental interactions of 

tidal energy devices, with much of the work occurring at the FORCE site. In 2009 OERA (formerly Offshore 

Energy Environmental Research & Offshore Energy Technical Research) awarded fifteen projects (1-15 below) 

dedicated to tidal energy research in the Bay of Fundy. 
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Table 12 Bay of Fundy Tidal Energy Research Supported by OERA
100

 

Bay of Fundy Tidal Energy Research 

 

1. Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler (ADCP) Measurements at the FORCE Demonstration Site - 

Minas Passage (2) Cable ADCP Routes 

 

2. Acoustic Tracking of Fish Movements for the Assessment of Effects of Tidal Energy Devices 

in the Minas Passage 

 

3. Passive Acoustic Monitoring of Cetacean Activity Patterns and movements pre and post 

deployment of TISEC devices 

 

4. Assessing the Far Field Effects of Tidal Power Extraction on the Bay of Fundy, Gulf of Maine 

and Scotian Shelf 

 

5. 3-D Acoustic Tracking of Fish, Sediment-Laden Ice and Large Wood Debris in the Minas 

Passage of the Bay of Fundy 

 

6. Assessment of Hydrodynamic Impacts throughout the Bay of Fundy and Gulf of Maine due 

to Tidal Energy 

 

7. Impacts of Tidal Energy Extraction on Sediment Dynamics in Minas Basin, Bay of Fundy, NS 

 

8. Investigation of the Vertical Distribution, Movement and Abundance of Fish in the Vicinity 

of Proposed Tidal Power Energy Conversion Devices 

 

9. Effects of Energy Extraction on Sediment Dynamics in Intertidal Ecosystems of the Minas 

Basin 

 

10. Near Field Effects of Tidal Power Extraction on Extreme Events and Coastline Integrity in 

the Bay of Fundy 

 

11. Seasonal Erodibility of Sediment in the Upper Bay of Fundy 

 

12. Turbulence and Bottom Stress in Minas Passage and Grand Passage 

 

13. Testing of Temporal Monitoring Techniques for Benthic Habitat Impacts from Tidal Power 

Development 

 

14. Implications of Tidal Energy Extraction on Sedimentary Processes within Shallow Intertidal 

Environments 

 

15. Cross Coupling between Device Level CFD and Oceanographic Models applied to multiple 

TISECs in Minas Passage 

                                                           

100
 Offshore Energy Research Association (OERA). 2013. http://www.oera.ca/marine-renewable-energy/tidal-research-

projects/hydrodynamic-modeling/  
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Organizations in Canada have also been engaging in international research collaboration. Recently OERA has 

become involved with the following international research initiatives: 

• Memorandum of Understanding on design and development of passive control systems for tidal turbine 

devices (Partners: University of Strathclyde, Scotland and Dalhousie University, Canada) 

• Memorandum of Understanding (pending), to facilitate engineering and environmental focused tidal 

research collaborations and student exchanges between leading Nova Scotia academic institutions and 

University of Massachusetts at Dartmouth (Bedford MA, USA)    

• Participating member, European Union FP7101 project initiative, ‘Design tools, enabling technologies and 

underpinning research for ocean energy arrays (OCENAR)’(EU) 

4.6.1 Addressing Challenges by Innovating 

In addition to supporting device development and testing and environmental research, there are other project 

inputs that require support such as site characterization, deployment methods, subsea electrical 

interconnections, etc. As a result, funding programs and consortium initiatives have been introduced that 

specifically target marine renewable energy and key areas where applied research and technical innovation 

could speed up the pace of development, reduce costs and risks, and potentially build exportable expertise or 

technologies.  Table 12 below highlights a number of programs internationally (in terms of scope, funding, and 

anticipated outcomes) that have been developed to focus on priority areas for innovation and research. These 

programs were designed to support the advancement of tidal and wave energy, and in particular tidal array 

development: 

Table 13 International Technical Innovation & Research Initiatives 

Country Organization/ Initiative Priority areas and projects 

France France Energies Marines 

www.en.france-energies-

marines.org  

• Resource assessment 

• Simulation tools 

• Foundations & moorings 

• Reliability 

• Electrical interconnection 

• Offshore operations 

• Energy storage 

Spain OceanLider 

www.oceanlider.com  
• Site characterization and monitoring systems  

• Energy conversion devices (i.e., technology development) 

• Mooring systems 

• Cables and connectors technologies 

• Monitoring and instrumentation 

• Vessels and navigation 

• Emergency and safety   

United 

Kingdom 

Technology Strategy 

Board  

Support for array 

technologies 
www.innovateuk.org  

• Tidal array cabling 

• Subsea electrical hubs 

• Installation & maintenance vessels for tidal arrays 

• Navigation and collision 

• Anti-fouling & corrosion 

                                                           

101 European Commission. Seventh Framework Programme. http://cordis.europa.eu/fp7/home_en.html  
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Country Organization/ Initiative Priority areas and projects 

United 

Kingdom 

Energy Technologies 

Institute (ETI) 

Marine Energy Program 
www.eti.co.uk/technology_

programmes/marine  

 

• ReDAPT project: demonstration of near commercial scale tidal device 

and on-board instrumentation     

• PerAWat project: tools to estimate energy yield from wave/tidal 

converters 

• Wetmate Connector: design/assembly of high voltage generic wet-

mate connector and stab-plate mechanism 

• Tidal modeling: interactions between various tidal energy extraction 

systems Tidal and wave energy converters - system demonstrator 

United 

Kingdom 

SuperGen Phase 3  
www.supergen-

marine.org.uk/drupal/ 

• Array planning 

• Turbulence 

• Power take off development 

• Reliability 

• Mooring and foundations 

• Environmental impact 

United 

Kingdom 

Offshore Renewable 

Energy Catapult 

www.ore.catapult.org.uk/ 

Establishing strong international links required to facilitate the 

commercialization of new technologies and working with world-class UK 

research and innovation community in MRE 

United 

Kingdom 

Carbon Trust 

Marine Renewables 

Commercialization Fund 
www.carbontrust.com  

Focus on acceleration of commercial-scale wave and tidal stream energy 

arrays deployment. 

Competition underway. 

United 

Kingdom 

Scottish Government 

Wave and Tidal energy: 

R&D and Demonstration 

Support 
www.scotland.gov.uk  

• Construction and installation of pre-commercial full scale, wave or 

tidal stream device 

• Installation, operation and maintenance 

 

 

Canada 

Moving the sector forward requires mobilization of both public and private sector interests and resources to 

address activities put forth in the Roadmap and other key priority areas. Canada’s Marine Renewable Energy 

Technology Roadmap defined six development pathways, as depicted in Figure 9, to reach the goal of being 

competitive in the global market. They identify priority actions that will allow Canada to achieve its short, 

medium, and long-term goals. Each pathway speaks to a critical aspect of technical skills, technology, and 

operational development – and reflects the strengths and value of opportunities in Canada that can be created 

by a marine renewable energy industry – at both domestic and international levels. 
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•Support testing activities

•Support technologies and engage service companies

•Foster development of global standards

Shared infrastructure

•Meet needs of electricity system

•Develop reliable forecast models

•Facilitate communication between utilities and developers

Marine solutions to meet utility 
needs

•Support and refine river current power system solutions

•Develop experience in system operations and management

•Continued development of site-assessment expertise

Advantage in river-current 
technologies

•Promote development of Canadian technology

•Make/buy analysis and strategy

•Establish information-sharing environment

Critical technology components

•Engage related sectors for technology and experience adaptation

•Conduct strategic regional environmental assessments

•Promote regional centres of expertise 

Skills and experience from other 
sectors

•Engagement to develop standard operating procedures

•Develop Canadian monitoring systems

•Understanding of lessons learned through demonstration

Project design guidelines

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Building on priorities and actions established in the Roadmap, Marine Renewables Canada, OERA, Nova Scotia 

Department of Energy, and FORCE have been working together to mobilize players in the tidal energy sector and 

build collaborative teams that would work on priority development areas that would accelerate industry 

innovation. In January 2013, this group joined by the Government of British Columbia, brought together key 

industrial players that are active in the Nova Scotia tidal energy sector and elsewhere including Minas Basin Pulp 

& Power, Lockheed Martin, Emera, Irving, Fundy Tidal Inc. to define areas and activities that could be worked on 

collaboratively to develop Canadian solutions for marine renewable energy project development.  

This effort also served to identify key leads on certain areas, timelines, and potential resources that could be 

accessed and/or leveraged to support technical innovation and R&D efforts. The following areas and sub-

categories were identified as key priorities, with specific focus on tidal energy given the strengths and 

experience in this area: 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8 Roadmap Development Pathways 
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Figure 9 Marine Renewable Energy Priority Areas for Innovation 

Priority Area Sub-categories/Activities 

Resource and Site 

Assessment & 

Monitoring 

• Array optimization 

• Feasibility and validation 

• Operation and maintenance 

• Sensing equipment 

• Information and expertise consolidation 

• Computing infrastructure and systems 

• Ecosystem impacts and mitigation  

• Sea floor and flow 

• Modeling tools for micro-siting 

• Infrastructure – mobile gear deployment 

Power Plant 

Deployment and 

Operations 

 

• Business case for purpose-built vessels 

• Cable laying and cable connector 

• Foundation design and optimization 

• Common standards development and 

operational standards 

• Device lifecycle 

• SCADA Systems 

• (Wet/dry) connection 

• Geotechnical systems 

• ROVs for high-flow environments 

External Confidence 

and Accountability 

• Supply chain assessment 

• Strategic Environmental Assessment in 

other areas of Canada 

• Indigenous engagement 

• Cross-sector benefits/ competitiveness 

 

• Project economics 

• National cost-benefit analysis 

• Health and safety 

• Regulatory practices 

• Public engagement 

Environmental 

Concerns 

• Ecosystem impacts • Mitigation 

 

Mobilizing teams and activities in these areas will advance activities described in the Roadmap and work 

towards developing critical technical solutions, support the beginnings of supply chain activity, and demonstrate 

progress and credibility for the Canadian industry. This work is important for creating a scale of activity that can 

help build supply chain capabilities and attract further investment and companies that may have interests or 

capabilities that can contribute to the supply chain.  

 

4.7 Supply Chain Development  

In order to participate in both global and domestic marine renewable energy projects and development, an 

active supply chain is required. Currently a mature supply chain does not exist anywhere in the world. At this 

stage in the sector, the business case is hinged on being a provider of solutions in the early adoption of marine 

renewable energy. In turn, this may allow companies to capture a portion of the market share in their particular 

service/supply area. By being an early adopter, a supply chain can be developed that provides for both domestic 

and international industry requirements.   

Canada 

Canada has an opportunity to capture the benefits of this new sector through the entire supply chain—from 

research and development through to engineering, manufacturing, installation, operation and maintenance. A 

broad range of skills, services, equipment, and materials are required at each project development stage 

(depicted in the Figure 10).  
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Figure 10 Marine Renewable Energy Supply Chain 

 

Adapted from Acton White Associates, 2006. 

 

Across Canada, there are already a number of existing sectors that could be engaged to participate in marine 

renewable energy development. Businesses and organizations that have perhaps gained experience from 

industries such as offshore oil and gas, ocean technology, shipbuilding, or transportation that may be well suited 

to undertake this work. There may also be peripheral sectors such as aviation, academic institutions, and 

supporting professional services that can apply expertise.  
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Table 14 Canadian Sub-Sectors with Supply Chain Potential 

Sector Areas of potential transfer Current involvement/challenges 

Aerospace • Composites 

• Automated manufacturing processes 

• Design optimisation and component 

development 

Canada is home to more than 400 aerospace firms employing nearly 80 000 skilled professionals.
102

 

Currently unknown whether firms are engaged in marine renewable energy.  

Ocean 

Technology 

• Underwater acoustics and imaging 

• Sensor & instrumentation 

• Marine communications 

• Marine geomatics 

• Navigation 

• Ocean monitoring 

• Enhanced engineering and 

environmental services 

• Unmanned surface and underwater 

vehicles 

• Naval architecture 

Most ocean technology firms are located in the Atlantic provinces, British Columbia, Ontario and 

Quebec. Alberta hosts a few ocean technology firms related to the oil and gas sector. Some Nova 

Scotia ocean technology companies are currently engaged at FORCE. 

 

According to a study by Duke University
103

, Canada is one of the leading countries in sensors and 

instrumentation, presenting a major opportunity to adapt and modify technologies for the global 

marine renewable energy market. 

Offshore 

Petroleum 

• Extraction equipment 

• Drilling technologies, subsea welding 

• Maintenance systems  

• Cable laying 

• Offshore umbilical 

• Wet mate connectors 

• Sealed slip rings  

There is significant offshore petroleum activity in Newfoundland and growing activity in Nova Scotia. 

Proximity to the Bay of Fundy could present opportunities for leveraging expertise, but the marine 

renewable energy industry currently does not offer the same profitability or capacity for investment 

which may create challenges for engagement initially.  

Research and 

Academic 

Institutions 

• R&D facilities 

• Research expertise in various of 

disciplines 

• Applied research 

• Business incubation 

Several universities, colleges, and organizations are currently involved in marine renewable energy 

and have been very active in the advancement of the sector (See Section 4.6) 

                                                           

102
 Industry Canada. Aerospace and Defence. Available: http://www.ic.gc.ca/eic/site/ad-ad.nsf/eng/ad03909.html 

103
 Lee, J., Turnipsee, M., Brun, L. Sensors & Instrumentation. Marine Technology Reporter, 55(9). 2012.  Available: 

http://www.cggc.duke.edu/pdfs/MTR_NOV_DEC_12_SensorandInstrumentation.pdf 
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Sector Areas of potential transfer Current involvement/challenges 

• Training 

Shipping and 

Transportation   

• Subsea cable armouring/burial vessels 

and skills 

• Winches and drums for cable 

• Composite materials and anti-fouling 

coatings have  

• Corrosion prevention techniques 

• sea-water lubricated bearings 

• Mooring and foundations  

• Port facilities 

This is a growing sector in Atlantic Canada evidenced by the addition of new players such as Korean 

company Daewoo Shipbuilding and Marine Engineering and the $33-billion federal shipbuilding 

contract to Irving Shipbuilding.   

 

An assessment of port requirements was undertaken in Nova Scotia
104

, providing analysis on 14 ports 

that could serve future industry needs and different types of projects. The Assessment concluded 

that current infrastructure was sufficient in these early stages, but major infrastructure would be 

required to support the tidal energy industry beyond the capacity of 64 MW at FORCE. 

Marine 

Fabrication 

• Steel & aluminum fabrication  

• Welding 

• Design  

• Support services 

There are numerous fabricators in Canada with higher concentrations in Alberta, British Columbia, 

and Ontario.
105

 Some firms have been engaged in marine renewable energy. For example, Cherubini 

Metal Works in Nova Scotia was awarded a $1.7 million contract in 2009 to supply the OpenHydro-

designed subsea base and provide support services.
106

 

Professional 

and 

supporting 

services 

• Legal 

• Financial 

• Logistics and management support 

• Consultants (environmental, 

engineering, technical), 

• Planning 

•  Transportation 

• Construction (onshore) 

Communications 

There are many firms that can apply capabilities for supporting services. In the early stages of project 

planning and development there have already been many regulatory, financial, insurance, and legal 

requirements that have been addressed by Canadian businesses.  

 

                                                           

104
 Maritime Tidal Energy Corporation. Marine Renewable Energy Infrastructure Assessment, 2011. p. 27-32. 

105
 Industry Canada. Canadian Industry Statistics. Available: http://www.ic.gc.ca/cis-sic/cis-sic.nsf/IDE/cis-sic332etbe.html 

106
 SDTC. “Nova Scotia Power and OpenHydro unveil in-stream tidal turbine,” Press Release, 2009. 

http://www.sdtc.ca/index.php?mact=News,cntnt01,detail,0&cntnt01articleid=14&cntnt01origid=132&cntnt01detailtemplate=news-details&cntnt01returnid=143&hl=en_CA 
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Ultimately Canada’s economic opportunity from marine renewable energy development rests on the level of 

engagement by Canadian industry. This is not just a function of the rate and scale of development domestically. 

Opportunities and benefits to be realized are perhaps most sensitive to whether Canadian industry participates 

early and gains experience and credibility in the early projects. 

Part of the global supply chain for marine renewable energy could be based in Canada, resulting in an attractive 

environment for domestic or inward investment in manufacturing facilities. The critical first step is to create a 

scale of activity, and demonstrate a market development pathway, that will encourage their engagement. In 

parallel with this, further work is required to develop a deeper assessment of capability, capacity, and 

competitive advantage in these subsectors.  

4.8 Economic Potential & Benefits 

New economic opportunities may be the most compelling aspect of marine renewable energy development. 

Potential economic benefits from industrial development of marine renewable energy has driven strategic 

commitments in a number of countries—the UK and Scotland in particular, and in Nova Scotia. While there have 

been various economic analyses and impact assessments conducted around the world, it is challenging to use 

the experiences of only a handful of deployments and demonstration projects to inform project costing and 

rates of cost reduction that could feed into analysis for a traditional business case. In addition to this, the cost 

reductions are related to scale and pace of development, which in turn are driven by policy and fiscal enablers, 

creating a virtuous circle that also makes it difficult to establish an economic case at this time. 

During the early stages of the marine renewable energy sector, when cost reduction is based on continued 

refinement and innovation that can lead to manufacturing efficiency and experience, the business case for all 

projects is based on ability and benefits to access international markets by building on domestic capacity and 

capability. Utilities involved in advancing the industry are anticipating that marine renewable energy costs will 

converge with those of other renewables, and the technology providers and project developers are focused on 

achieving that reduction in costs.  

The remainder of this section will build on current targets and potential development scenarios to provide some 

analysis towards a future business case and economic impacts. 

4.8.1 Development & Growth Scenarios  

Participation at this early stage in marine renewable energy development will help ensure that economic 

benefits of the industry are experienced by Canada.  This economic case is demonstrated by considering 

Canada’s early involvement in hydro-electricity versus the “late adopter” approach in large-scale wind where 

Canada is essentially a consumer of technology and project expertise from overseas. 
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Table 15 Outcomes of Early vs. Late Adoption in Marine Renewable Energy 

Early Adopter Late Adopter 

Pioneer market, strategic research, incubation No investment 

Strategy to create industrial opportunities Local jobs where feasible 

Demonstrated industrial capacity  Local service and other ‘secondary’ jobs where 

feasible 

International partnerships and market access Buying expertise and technology 

Expanded Canadian marine renewable energy 

production 

Initiating Canadian marine renewable energy 

production 

Entrance to world markets Established as consumer 

Marine energy is a positive economic opportunity Marine energy development is an economic cost 

 

4.8.1.1 Global Market Participation 

The global marine renewable energy market is expected to grow significantly in the coming years. There have 

been scenarios and targets developed that detail global growth of the sector and Canada’s portion of 

participation expected. International organizations such as Ocean Energy Systems (OES), established by the 

International Energy Agency, anticipates potential development of more than 300,000 MW of marine renewable 

energy installations by 2050107. OES anticipates reaching this amount of installed capacity worldwide would 

translate to a 1.2 million person industry and more than $60 billion in investment per year108. 

The 2006 Canadian clean energy scenario for 2050 developed by the National Roundtable on the Environment 

and the Economy109 included about 15,000 MW of marine renewable energy in the Canadian electricity 

portfolio, suggesting that Canada’s domestic needs could account for 5% of that world market.   

Table 16 Marine Renewable Energy Development Scenarios for 2050 

Organization Installation target Investment Careers 

OES (International)  300,000+ MW by 

2050 worldwide 

$60 billion per year 1.2 million 

National 

Roundtable on the 

Environment and 

Economy (Canada) 

15,0000 MW by 

2050 in Canada 

$3 billion per year110 60,000 

 

Estimating Canada’s potential participation and the associated economic impacts detailed in Table 14 above 

requires a range of assumptions. If two-thirds of the investment in Canadian projects is captured, the domestic 

industry may support 60,000 careers with $1 billion in incoming trade purchases and $2 billion in domestic 

investment. The Canadian Marine Renewable Energy Technology Roadmap emphasized that being an early 

                                                           

107
 OES, 2011  

108
 OES, 2011.  

109
 National Roundtable on the Environment and Economy, 2006. 

110
 This calculation makes the assumption that Canada will have 5% of the global investment and employment in marine renewable 

energy. 
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adopter could create industrial leads that will engage Canadians in 30-50% 111of that worldwide industry.  If it is 

assumed that Canadian companies engage in even 30% of the international market and attract 10% of work in 

global projects (3% market share), the trade value of the industry will add at least $2 billion in economic activity 

(calculations detailed in Table 17).   

Table 17 Potential Economic Impacts of Marine Renewable Energy 

Market Installed Capacity Assumed Canadian 

Economic Capture 

Rate 

Economic Impact to 

Canada 

Career Impact 

World market 300,000 MW (OES 

target) 

3% $1.8 billion per year 40,000 

Domestic market 15,000 MW (NREE 

target) 

66% $2 billion per year112 60,000 

Total impact to 

Canada by 2050 

 69% $4 billion 100,000 careers 

 

Based on these assumptions, it is projected that the integrated Canadian industry could generate 100,000 

careers. The path to these projections for 2050 is uncertain, but the illustrative model in Table 17 has been used 

by Marine Renewables Canada to estimate how the 2050 target may be achieved. The model reflects an 

expectation that installed capacity rates will accelerate with experience resulting in the cost decreasing 

significantly over time.  

4.8.1.2 Domestic Market Development 

While the primary case for developing a marine renewable energy in Canada is to participate and benefit from 

international industry activities, there is also a case for domestic marine renewable energy generation capacity.  

The availability and predictability of wave, tidal and river current resources can add value to electricity systems. 

However, this may be tempered by the abundance of alternative resources that are commercially competitive 

and more widely demonstrated technologies.   

Despite current costs of marine renewable energy, there is merit in development for electricity production. In 

Nova Scotia the focus on tidal energy offers community and regional development opportunities and allows for 

distributed power generation. Most importantly, the addition of marine renewable energy allows for a robust 

diversified portfolio to replace coal-powered generation.   

In British Columbia, these resources provide new options for in remote and coastal areas and could result in new 

renewable energy clusters that may decrease needs or costs for transmission upgrades by decreasing reliance 

on large hydro-electricity plants, some of whose productivity may be at some risk from climate change. Quebec, 

                                                           

111
 The accepted target in the 2011 Canadian Marine Renewable Energy Roadmap was engagement in 30-50% of the world’s projects. The 

assumption is that Canada undertakes 10% of the work in these projects.  
112

 This includes an assumption that the Canadian marine renewable energy sector will capture 2/3 of the capital investment in domestic 

projects. 
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Ontario and Manitoba have similar geographic opportunities presented by access to these resources. Northern 

territories and provinces also have a huge driver to develop clean resources for off-grid communities for which 

“traditional” renewables (wind and solar) may not be the best fit.   

Given that the current national and global growth trajectories for installed capacity of marine renewable energy 

are flatter than projected, developing any domestic capacity will allow for expertise and solutions to be 

developed in Canada that can service the global industry. Reaching towards the targets will result in job 

creation, investment, and revenue.  
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5.0 Capturing the Opportunity  

It is evident in Canada and globally that meeting many of the aspirational targets established for marine 

renewable energy is slower than expected. However, Canada has many strengths and advantages that can 

support further growth of the sector if built upon. Past investments in infrastructure and technology can be 

further leveraged to support future research and innovation.  By building on assets and frameworks currently in 

place and addressing challenges strategically, Canada could secure a competitive position in the world 

marketplace.  

While countries such as the UK and France have been moving quickly to capture a share of the global market, 

they also share many of the same challenges faced by Canada. Canada can further advance marine renewable 

energy by tackling these challenges. Following are measures that would serve to address some of the immediate 

technical, environmental, regulatory, and supply chain challenges and risks that Canada faces: 

• Establishing a long-term pathway to commercialization 

Securing private sector investment confidence will require a pathway to commercialization established 

in regulations and legislation. Canada has experience and success in permitting projects on both coasts 

and this can be further built upon to establish a framework for the next phase of development, beyond 

demonstration projects. A clear permitting path at both federal and provincial levels will create an 

attractive investment environment and allow technology and project developers to secure necessary 

financing.  

 

• A strategic approach to innovation 

Attaining the Roadmap targets, or getting close to reaching them, is dependent upon innovating, gaining 

experience from early projects, and reducing costs through a “learn by doing” approach. Finance and 

funding, policy support, and a means by which technology developers, supply chain companies, 

industrial partners, utilities, researchers, and investors can collaborate and share risks is crucial to 

achieve commercial viability of the resource.  

Several countries have implemented funded innovation programs specific to marine renewable energy 

and/or established national centres of excellence to foster innovation programs and enable consortium 

project activities. These types of industry support models could build on Canada’s current foundation 

and consolidate activity that to pursue common innovation and development needs. 

• Identifying competitive advantages for supply chain growth 

While Canada has an opportunity to take advantage of the emerging supply chain opportunities, there 

currently are gaps in determining which areas Canada has a competitive advantage versus areas for 

collaboration or importing. While it is well recognized that Canada has strengths in areas such as site 

characterization, ocean technology and sensing equipment, detailed analysis is required to identify firms 

that could work in these areas, assess capabilities of these companies, and assess the export value and 

potential revenue creation of these subsectors. Further work and analysis of these topics will also help 

to encourage engagement among firms and support the development of a true business case. 
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• Increasing knowledge and building confidence 

Demonstrating technologies and project methods is crucial to gathering data and monitoring 

environmental effects. This information is important for determining whether any adverse 

environmental impacts exist and developing safety and mitigation measures when deemed necessary– a 

key aspect of building public confidence and support. The ability to demonstrate technologies and 

project methods in the marine environment will require straightforward and effective permitting 

processes to allow installations (especially smaller applications) to proceed in a timely manner. 
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APPENDIX A: TYPES OF MARINE RENEWABLE ENERGY TECHNOLOGY* 

 

TIDAL 

 
 

 
Image source: Aquaret, 

www.aquaret.com 

 

Axial turbines extract energy from the tides with a turbine mounted on a 

horizontal or vertical axis. The tidal stream causes the rotors to rotate around 

the axis and generate power. These can have open or shrouded rotors. 

 

 

Image source:  Electronics Weekly, 

http://www.electronicsweekly.com/

news/design/power/tidal-turbine-

unveiled-in-us-2010-08/ 

 

Cross flow turbines allow water flow ‘across’ the rotor. Flow is directed to 

ensure that the water hits the rotor at the correct angle for maximum 

efficiency. The water then flows over the upper rotor blades, producing a 

torque on the rotor, then through the centre of the rotor and back across the 

low rotor blades producing more torque on the rotor. Most of the power is 

extracted by the upper blades (roughly 75%) and the remaining 25% by the 

lower blades. These can have open or shrouded rotors. 

 

 
Image source: Aquaret, 

www.aquaret.com 

 

Tidal Barrages involve building a dam across an estuary with a high tidal range.  

The tidal barrage plant generates energy by allowing water to flow in and/or 

out of the estuary through low head hydro turbines. 
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Image source: Aquaret, 

www.aquaret.com  

 

Tidal Lagoons use a rock-walled impoundment, which would look like an oval or 

similar shaped breakwater enclosing an area of shallow coastal sea forming a 

‘lagoon’. Tidal water is trapped and released from the lagoon through electricity 

generating water turbines built within the impoundment walls. Currently, tidal 

lagoon technology is at a conceptual phase and there are no constructed 

examples anywhere in the world.   

 

 
Image source: 

www.eilehigh.edu/learners/energy 

Tidal Fences use a bridge-like structure known as a “fence” or “caisson”, which 

supports a set of turbines across the flow of sea water. This approach provides 

some freedom for marine life to pass between the turbines and less restriction 

on tidal flow and area. It can also serve the dual function of a bridge and a tidal 

power plant. 

 

RIVER 

River current technologies are very similar to in-stream tidal technology with the three major types of turbines 

being vertical axis, horizontal axis, or cross-flow. Most are horizontal or vertical axis.  

 

WAVE 

Eight different types of wave technologies have been identified. 

   
 
Image sources: Aquaret & Pelamis Wave Power, 

www.pelamiswave.com  

Attenuator designs are a floating device which operates 

parallel to the wave direction and effectively rides the 

waves. These devices capture energy from the relative 

motion of the two arms as the wave passes them. They 

can be installed in long segments that flex at hinged 

joints as a wave passes along the device. 

 

 

  
 
Image sources: Aquaret and Ocean Power Technologies: 

http://www.oceanpowertechnologies.com/products.html 

Point Absorber is a floating structure consisting of a 

buoy and other components which absorb energy from 

all directions through its movements at/near the water 

surface. It converts the motion of the buoyant top 

relative to the base into electrical power. The power 

take-off system may take a number of forms, 

depending on the configuration of displacers/reactors. 

The device can either float or be anchored to the sea 

floor. 
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Image sources: Aquaret and Aquamarine Power 

http://www.aquamarinepower.com/technology/ 

 

Oscillating wave surge converters extract energy from 

wave surges and the movement of water particles 

within them. The arm oscillates as a pendulum 

mounted on a pivoted joint in response to the 

movement of water in the waves. 

 

 

 
 
Image source: Aquaret 

 

Oscillating Water Columns are partially submerged, 

hollow structure. It can be installed onshore on rocky 

shores, near shore up to 10 meteres of water and 

offshore in 40-80m water depths. It is open to the sea 

below the water line, enclosing a column of air on top 

of a column of water. Waves cause the water column to 

rise and fall, which in turn compresses and 

decompresses the air column. This trapped air flows to 

and from the atmosphere via a turbine, which usually 

has the ability to rotate regardless of the direction of 

the airflow. The rotation of the turbine is used to 

generate electricity. 

 

 

   
 
Image sources: Aquaret and  WaveDragon 

http://www.wavedragon.net  

 

Overtopping/terminator Devices capture water as 

waves break over a ramp into a storage reservoir.  Sea 

water flows from the reservoir through a turbine (the 

PTO), which is connected to an electric generator.  An 

overtopping device may use ‘collectors’ to concentrate 

the wave energy. 

 

 

  
 
Image sources: Aquaret and  AWS Ocean Energy 

http://www.awsocean.com/PageProducer.aspx 

 

Pressure Differential devices are typically located near 

shore and attached to the seabed. The devices can be 

floating or fully submerged. The motion of the waves 

causes the sea level to rise and fall above the device, 

creating a pressure differential in the device. The 

alternating pressure pumps fluid through a system to 

generate electricity.  
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Image sources: Aquaret and Bulge Wave www.bulgewave.com/  

 

 

Bulge Wave devices consist of a flexible tube filled with 

water moored to the seabed, lying parallel to the wave 

direction. As the wave passes over the device, the tube 

flexes, compressing the water within. The compressed  

water can be used to drive a turbine.  

  
 
Image sources: Aquaret and Wello Penguin 

http://www.wello.eu/penguin.php 

 

Rotating mass devices use the motion of waves to spin 

a rotating mass that will drive an electrical generator 

contained within the device.  

 

    

* Definitions have been adapted from the following sources: 

• Aquaret. Technology Images and Animations. Retrieved from: 

http://www.aquaret.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=203&Itemid=344&lang=en

#Animations 

• SI Ocean Energy. Ocean Energy: State of the Art, 2013. Retrieved from: http://si-

ocean.eu/en/upload/docs/WP3/Technology%20Status%20Report_FV.pdf 

   

       

 

 

 

 


